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1 Introduction

Figure 1 Top: Capture of the 
‘You make the cuts’ interactive 
visualisation, published online 
in the Guardian in October 
2010. (Dant, Scruton, Rogers, 
& Sedghi, 2010)

Figure 2 Left: Community-
based collective actions frame-
work , screen capture from Mike 
Arauz’s presentation on Design 
for Networks (Arauz, 2010, p.30)

Figure 3 Right: Visualisation of 
the action plan from the Collec-
tive Action Toolkit.  
Frog Design (2013, p. 3) 

make
something real

imagine
more ideas

seek
new understanding

build
your group

clarify your

GOAL

plan
for action

frog collective action toolkit www.frogdesign.com/CAT 
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1.1 Context
Visualising to enhance cognition is nothing new to sciences or to design. In statis-
tics, data visualisations are used for understanding quantities and patterns in large 
datasets. Similarly, through graphic design, information is presented visually so as to 
encourage its understanding by others. Likewise, interactive information visualisa-
tions are also being employed to raise awareness about social issues as well as set the 
grounds for better communication. 

As an example, the ‘You make the cuts’ visualisation (Dant, Scruton, Rogers, & 
Sedghi, 2010), published online by the Guardian in 2010, allowed the readers to 
visually restructure public spending in the UK (Figure 1). In their analysis of this 
visualisation, Dörk, Collins, Feng and Carpendale (2013) show that it empowered 
the users by giving them the opportunity to become the ‘hand in control’ of this 
open data. Another noteworthy part of the Guardian’s article and visualisation is the 
385 user comments1 it gathered in three days. If the data had not been collected and 
made available (by the UK official bodies) or was not visualised to be made acces-
sible, there is little chance this discussion would have taken place. And if it did, it 
would most likely not be based on common facts. Also, by letting the user shape and 
filter the data to his or her wishes allowed for multiple views on the same subject, 
accepting the fact that some issues need to be explored rather than just presented.

During the past years, a series of grassroots initiatives have sprung up in Finland 
to tackle or to comment upon current social problems. Such initiatives include 
Ravintolapäivä (Restaurant day), Siivouspäivä (Cleaning day), Dodo, Kallio-liike, and 
the Artova Film Festival2 among others. Most of these voluntary actions are initiated 
by like-minded groups of individuals in no clearly defined manner. They are collective 
actions that are shaping their local environment through active participation3. 

These types of actions are for the most part self-organized, adapting to situations so 
as to fulfill their vision. And since each action has its own vision, tested methods and 
practices that helped them achieve it are dispersed in different people, spaces and 
artifacts (such as books). So far, even though these actions might have some means to 
document these practices, a unifying approach to collect their experiences and later 
present them, in order for them to reflect on or others to learn from, is still missing.

The presentation of a Community-centered Collective Action Framework (Arauz, 
2010)4 as well as the creation of a Collective Action Toolkit (Frog Design, 2013) 

1  Counted until they closed the comments section three days after the publication.
2  See restaurantday.org, siivouspaiva.com, dodo.org, kallioliike.org (under maintenance at the 
time of writing) and Artova’s website about the Artova Film Festival.
3  For a longer discussion on Finnish grassroots culture see Hernberg (2012) and Botero, Paterson 
and Saad-Sulonen (2012)
4  Arauz mentions in his blog that this visualisation is adapted from the ‘The Collective Intelligence 
Genome’ about web-enabled collective intelligence. 
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represent two recent attempts by designers and strategists to approach the subject of 
collective action practices (Figures 2 and 3). Both these examples use visual means 
to explain common principles and methods that collective actions often include or 
could include; with the hope to empower teams in their process. Also, both the visu-
alisations in the paper toolkit by Frog Design and the visualisation that Mike Arauz 
has created, are presentations meant to augment cognition. 

The value of visualisations, such as the aforementioned ones, lies beyond their meth-
od of interaction – exploratory or presentation. Above all, they are setting common 
grounds for communication related to (social) practices. In Star and Griesemer’s 
words: they are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs [...], yet 
robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites (Star & Griesemer, 1989, p. 
393); they act as boundary objects.

1.2 Research Focus
In this thesis, I focus on how to create a visualisation of collective action practices, 
from data collection to representation, so it acts as a boundary object. In particular:

Starting from the hypothesis that visualising collective action practices 
could help to set common grounds for a wider discussion between 
people carrying out such collective actions, I will describe one possible 
approach to design such a visualisation. The concrete result of this 
degree project is called the “ArtovaModel visualisation”.

1.3 Collaborations
For this degree work, I have collaborated with members of the Artova neighborhood 
association, six Artova-facilitated collective actions and an independent company 
named Avanto. 

The Artova neighborhood association is a neighborhood association based in 
Helsinki, Finland who over the years have facilitated collective actions to achieve 
their vision in a pleasurable manner. Artova is the initiator for this degree work, 
whose outcome is the ArtovaModel visualisation. 

The collective actions that are documented and analyzed as part of this degree work 
are six of the Artova teams. They are small groups of 1–10 people, mostly volunteers, 
who collaborate in order to fulfill their common vision. These teams are self-initiated 
and self-organized and their projects (namely, their visions) vary depending on their 
interests. 

Avanto is an independent company appointed by Artova to help in the compilation 
of the Artova practices as well as their analysis. For further discussion on the stake-
holders of the ArtovaModel visualisation refer to Chapter 2. 
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1.4 Approach
The ArtovaModel Visualisation was a collaborative effort between three parties 
(Artova, Avanto and myself ), with my role being to help shape the ArtovaModel and 
design the ArtovaModel visualisation. This means that throughout the eight-month 
duration of this degree project, I have taken up various roles (analyst, designer as well 
as developer) and used appropriate methods to each of these roles. However, the over-
all approach is, in hindsight, harder to pinpoint as the boundaries of my roles became 
more vague.

Nevertheless, inspired by Artova’s participatory nature and by open data ideals to 
allow for exploration, I found it important to keep the data, processes and conclu-
sions transparent. It was clear (to me) from the beginning that this would not 
become a visualisation only to present conclusions, but to challenge both my process 
as well as Artova’s – and eventually sparking a discussion and inspiring further work. 

Concerning the methods applied, the process was human-centered and to the extent 
that time allowed, participatory. The interdisciplinary nature of the work meant that 
the process was a combination of approaches for design, social sciences and visuali-
sation studies. For clarity, I have conceptually divided the process-path into three 
overlapping phases: Research, Content and Form. 

The Research phase includes my conceptualization of collective actions and the 
Artova teams in particular. The goal was to understand what the expectations of the 
ArtovaModel visualisation were as well as begin to gather the different practices from 
the Artova teams. Therefore, this phase also includes human-centered design activities 
such as interviews, concept mapping and scenario building. For these activities I have 
worked closely with Janne Kareinen the Artova coordinator, as well as people active 
in the Artova project teams.

The Content phase groups the activities conducted to explore more deeply into the 
gathered data in the Research phase. These activities include thematic grouping, 
exploratory visualising and content analysis. The outcome of the Content phase was 
a proposal for the ArtovaModel and a few other data abstraction levels that I will be 
discussing later. The content analysis as such was done for the most part by members 
of Avanto, employing analysis methods from the field of sociology.   

The Form phase uses a combination of best practices from the various sub-fields of 
information visualisation such as dynamic data visualisation, data journalism and 
infographics. This phase includes activities such as sketching and prototyping, as well 
as the design of the structure and context of presentation of the ArtovaModel. This is 
the final phase (not including the development process) before the launching of the 
online ArtovaModel visualisation in September 2013.
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1.5 Motivation
During my studies, my interests have fluctuated from technology to art to design. 
As a natural continuum I became very fascinated with interdisciplinary fields such 
as information visualisation. Through this interest, I got introduced to some active 
members of the Artova association, who at the time wanted to create a visualisa-
tion of their practices. What these practices were and the overall purpose of such a 
visualisation were still unclear, however that just made me even more eager to explore 
this novel (for me) combination of visualisations – social actions under the umbrella 
of design.

1.6 Thesis Structure
In the first chapter I have introduced the general context of this degree work and 
its objectives. In the second chapter, I introduce my final design proposal, the 
ArtovaModel visualisation and its components. I choose to present the results 
upfront to be able to define in context the terms I will be using along this thesis 
work. In Chapter 3, I give a short introduction to what collective actions are, their 
self-organizing principles and how, in this case, these principles have been influ-
enced by the particularities of an organization such as Artova. In the same chapter, 
I introduce visualising as a design process, explaining both its value and risks in 
representing information, and I close with a more in depth discussion about the 
design and research methods used during this thesis project. In the fourth chapter 
I discuss my process in detail, separating it in the three sections I mentioned above: 
Research, Content and Form. Lastly, in the fifth chapter I reflect on my process and 
its outcomes to draw some conclusions that are of relevance for visualising  
collective actions. 





2 Case Study 
Introduction 

 the ArtovaModel 
Visualisation
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2.1 Artova
Artova is the neighborhood association of the regions Arabia, Toukola and 
Vanhakaupunki in Helsinki, Finland. It is a pioneering neighborhood association, 
which often brings to life ideas that seem hard to implement even for profession-
als – let alone volunteers. They have developed a strong identity in the area and local 
partners are often keen to help out Artova projects. Nevertheless, the association’s 
focus is more on the groups and individuals that make them happen i.e. the process, 
instead of the results of their projects. 

Artova during its active years has been fostering the creation of small to large-scale 
collective actions5. The actions vary from interest groups who organize events (e.g. 
Artova Film Festival, Arabia Street Festival) to projects with a stronger social iden-
tity (e.g. Edible Arabia, Design Dog Park). These collective projects stem from ideas 
coming both from inside the association and from the local community. Artova’s 
role is to ‘house’ these ideas by helping to form an action team, facilitating meetings, 
giving advice on interactions with the city and in general support the team members 
who are by default volunteers. 

Janne Kareinen, the chair of Artova’s board at that time, had the key role of a ‘caddie’ 
or a change agent as it is so nicely described by Pirjo Tulikukka in his overview 
of peer-to-peer practices in suburban Helsinki (Tulikukka, 2012, p. 84). Artova’s 
approach is to empower locals to actively engage in the development and well being 
of their neighborhood, and a caddie’s role is to commit in gathering, testing and 
promoting methods in order to achieve this empowerment (Tulikukka, 2012). 

Artova’s innovative spirit can also be seen in the fact that they initiated this thesis 
work, and were keen on documenting, analyzing and visualising their practices to 
promote openness in their actions6.

2.2 The ArtovaModel
Artova was interested to make visible their gathered experiences on fostering collec-
tive actions and to form the ArtovaModel. This model is a combination of Artova’s 
best practices, advice and learnt-lessons put together during this degree work. The 
discussion of what constitutes a model is a long one with many contributors and 
changes depending on the field of study. In this context the term model here repre-

5  Throughout this thesis text, I will be using the terms collective action and collective project 
interchangeably. The difference between an action and a project resides (in my understanding) in the 
amount of time invested in each. However, in this scope, I will be using ‘action’ if to highlight their 
improvisational and fast changing nature and ‘project’ if to emphasize their organizational aspects.
6  For more information on Artova and their activities see artova.fi
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sents an Aristotelian idealization or abstraction, namely a deliberate simplification of 
something complicated with the objective of making it more tractable (Frigg, 2012). 

Compilation
Initially, the process of compiling the ArtovaModel was a bottom-up approach, from 
‘raw’ data to higher level abstractions. The analysis and extraction of the ‘raw’ data 
was done by both Avanto and myself. I call ‘raw’ data the unprocessed (mostly quali-
tative) documentation of some Artova projects that includes blog posts written by the 
Artova projects and interviews conducted by both Avanto and myself. However, every 
hypothesis of what the model includes, was validated in a top-down approach by 
Artova coordinators and active members. Janne Kareinen, the Artova coordinator and 
chair of the board, played a key role in the analysis and validation since he was more 
knowledgeable about Artova’s practices. His participation will be discussed further 
throughout Chapter 4.

Contents
After analyzing and grouping the ‘raw’ data mentioned above, five main thematic 
groups seemed to appear. We named these groups the ArtovaModel factors and each 
of them is composed of several sub-factors that represent one aspect of practices in 
Artova collective actions. For example, practices and recommendations referring to 
the group formation, group communication, meetings etc. are all grouped under 
‘Group’ whereas practices concerning sponsors and city permits are grouped under 
‘Partnerships’. 

The compilation and formulation of the ArtovaModel was a collaborative process 
with the most significant part being structured by Avanto. However, I had conducted 
some interviews with the Artova teams and made some preliminary groupings 
and project timelines myself which served as a basis for Avanto to continue the 
analysis. Nevertheless, the text describing the ArtovaModel factors was written by 
Avanto; therefore, the full report (which has been edited and re-worded) is added 
to this thesis work in Appendix A for further reading. I will, however, present the 
final ArtovaModel factors and their sub-factors as well as the description text of the 
‘Defining the vision & goals’ sub-factor in order to show the nature of the findings.
ArtovaModel factors and their sub-factors are seen in Table 1 and Figure 5 on the 
following page.
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Figure 4 Artova’s model visualised.

Group
Forming a Group
Time management

Internal Communication
Decision-making & sharing 

responsibilities

Vision & Goals
Defining the vision & goals

Vision management
Fulfillment of the vision

Personal Resources
Personal Skills

Flexibility

Partnerships
The city as a partner
Partnership strategies

External Communications
Media Relations
Web presence
Visual Identity

Table 1 The ArtovaModel’s factors and sub-factors.

GROUP
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Each item is accompanied by a text description (see Appendix A) that helps to open 
up the role of the item in the model. For example the text description for ‘Defining 
the visions & goals’ is as follows7:

There is no one clear way how the Artova projects create their 
vision. The procedure is different in each project. Some of the 
example groups formed their visions in a self-directed manner 
(see DDP) or the vision came from inside the Artova activities (see 
MHA, AFF, ASF) or from individuals outside the Artova environ-
ment (see EA) or even from the city officials (see AK).

But a common, shared vision should be established in the very 
beginning of the project because individuals may naturally have 
distinct understandings of the issue and the ways in which it 
should be dealt with.

To do that, Artova organizes facilitated sessions where people 
interested in the ideas come together. In those sessions the goals 
of the project are left open for interested participants to incor-
porate their own ideas. This has proven to be the great strength 
of the facilitation sessions: incorporating people and ideas in a 
project. When everybody feels that their opinions are heard and 
they have the chance to influence the outcome, they commit 
more deeply to the project as they feel that it entails a bit of 
them. (see also GROUP “forming a group” for more on these 
sessions!)

The descriptions of the factors were phrased in a personal tone as illustrated in the 
example text above. This was preferred over a rather detached research-report to high-
light that the ArtovaModel is the result of empirical practices and to not be confused 
with an absolute method to be followed. 

7  The initials seen in the text, describe Artova’s collective actions as described in Section 2.3.

Figure 5 Band playing in front of Kääntöpaikka during the Arabia Street Festival 2012.
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2.3 Empirical Material: Artova’s Pilot Projects
Artova has facilitated several collective actions throughout the years. Before this 
degree project commenced, Artova had started ‘monitoring’ six of these teams and 
their processes. Throughout more than a year’s time Artova encouraged the team 
members to record their processes, emotions and activities in a designated blog. This 
blog was named “Artovan Henki”8 (Spirit of Artova). I will refer to these ‘monitored’ 
projects as the pilot projects of the ArtovaModel since the material gathered in the 
blogs and the reflections of the team members are the basis of the compilation of the 
ArtovaModel. The pilot projects were: 

 » Arabia Street Festival (ASF): A local event with music, art 
and recycling points happening in the Arabia neighborhood. It 
is a yearly event, with each year having a new production team. 

 » Edible Arabia (EA): A semi-permanent city gardening 
intervention. An empty plot in the neighborhood was rented 
from the city and a group of urban farmers cultivate it every 
spring-summer.

 » Artova Kino (AK): A bi-annual series of film screenings both 
for children and adults. 

 » Artova Film Festival (AFF): A local film festival that accepts 
entries, competing for the festival prize. The concept behind the 
festival is to create the “Sunset Boulevard” of Helsinki since most 
of the film schools of Finland are located in the Arabia neighbor-
hood area. 

 » My House Arabia (MHA): A local event aiming to connect the 
architects, designers and artists of the area’s buildings with their 
residents. The event included open house invitations, workshops, 
performances and discussions.

 » Design Dog Park (DDP): A permanent dog park concept 
where visitors and local partners would be responsible for the 
design and management and the city for its construction. This 
original concept was never realized but the team did organize a 
pop-up dog park as well as various other smaller events in the 
same track.

8  The original blog is no longer maintained – however its (English) contents have been transferred: 
to artovamodel.fi/archives/ , similarly the Finnish ones artovamalli.fi/arkisto/.
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Figure 6  Top: Design Dog Park 
Drive – a dog park in the snow,  
image by Markus Sokolnicki.

Figure 7 My House Arabia Event 
11-16 September 2012, photo from 
Artova’s Flickr stream  
(Artova kuvat)

Figure 8 Preparing for an Artova Film Festival  
screening. (Artova kuvat)

Figure 9  Children’s worshop in the  
Arabia Street Festival 2012. (Artova kuvat)
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2.4 The ArtovaModel Visualisation
The ArtovaModel visualisation9 is meant to communicate the ArtovaModel; that is 
to show visually the practices of Artova-facilitated collective actions. It is designed to 
be used as a tool, structured in way that allows for different uses. The visualisation 
includes all the information gathered about Artova’s practices and the pilot projects; 
organized in such a way so that collective projects both under the umbrella of Artova 
and independent can benefit. In particular it is created so that collective (volunteer) 
projects can get ideas of how to bring their visions to life, overcome their setbacks, 
identify their strengths and weaknesses and organize their projects so that they enjoy 
the process. 

Essentially, it is an interactive online visualisation10, consisting of computer-gener-
ated graphics to make the compiled text of the ArtovaModel (Appendix A) as well 
as information about the pilot projects more accessible. It is designed for desktop 
computer use and it is accessible online in both English and Finnish. 

The contents and structure of this visualisation are closely linked to the process of 
formulating the ArtovaModel. Therefore I find it relevant to discuss its structure and 
foundations, in the following section, together with the conceptualization of the 
ArtovaModel. 

9  The ArtovaModel visualisation can be accessed in English here: artovamodel.fi/visual-eng/.
10 Developed with Javascript and more specifically the d3.js visualisation library.

Figure 10 Edible Arabia’s gardening plot. From Artova’s Flickr album (Artova kuvat)
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2.5 The ArtovaModel Visualisation 
Structure and Foundations
The ArtovaModel visualisation is divided in three levels that contain four separate 
types of visual representations (component visualisations). These levels as seen in the 
user interface (Figure 12) are:

(1) ArtovaModel

(2) Self-reflection Questions

(3) Example Projects

The four component visualisations are found throughout the levels. They are not 
named in the user interface, so I will be naming them here to aid the discussion. 
These component visual representations are:

 » The overview visualisation

 » The (pilot) project timeline visualisation

 » The (pilot) project visualisation and

 » The self-reflection visualisation

The ArtovaModel visualisation levels
Conceptually, this level separation represents the level of abstraction of the data, as 
seen in the graph in Figure 13. Since the approach was to keep all the visualisation 
transparent, most of these data abstraction levels are included in some way in the 
final result. However, not all the abstractions mentioned consist of a separate (user 
interface) level. For example, the blog-posts and the interviews are linked (out) from 
the ArtovaModel visualisation but are not part of it.

The blog-posts and interviews (abstraction 1 or ‘raw’ data) were discussed previously 
in Section 2.2 The ArtovaModel – Compilation. The timeline data (abstraction 2) are 
a compiled series of events as appearing in the blog-posts and interviews. The pilot 
project abstraction (abstraction 3) is the result of analyzing each of the pilot project 
based on its timeline. The ArtovaModel (abstraction 4) is the overview at the level of 
Artova based on all the pilot projects. The final abstraction – the self-reflection ques-
tions – is a series of questions meant for other collective actions and are derived from 
the ArtovaModel. I considered this a ‘higher’ level of data abstraction since these 
questions could not have been created beforehand and they generalize the accumu-
lated knowledge for other actions outside of Artova. These questions together with 
Artova’s recommendations concerning them can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 11 The ArtovaModel visualisation first view. URL: artovamodel.fi/visual-eng/

Figure 12 Data abstraction levels of the ArtovaModel visualisation.
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As an example of the data abstraction process, I am including a specific case of a blog 
post that ended up in the self-reflection questions:

“In many internship positions unpaid employees are mainly 
allowed to use the shredder or wash the toilet, but in AFF (Artova 
Film Festival), power and responsibility was distributed to every-
one who was motivated! I got the feeling that in an organisation 
such as Artova, they valued the thoughts and skills of people 
from very different backgrounds.”  
(Excerpt from blog-post titled ‘Ryhmädynaamiikasta ja dynaamisesta ryhmästä’, 
December 2012, Noora Lindroos, Translated from Finnish by Johannes Nuutinen)

This blog-post is part of the timeline event named ‘Group and Recruitment’ which 
describes the following: 

Responsibilities were further clarified. The group size ended 
up being 6-7 core members with some volunteers. The group 
had connections to people who did not want to take on larger 
responsibilities but were willing to help in spreading posters in 
the area and other concrete tasks. Volunteers were recruited 
in the beginning of the year on and more volunteers were 
continuously recruited throughout the process as needed. The 
volunteers were given concrete responsibilities. The knowledge, 
networks and experiences of all involved were highly appreciated 
and utilized.Motivation self-rating: +3, Topics: Group, Personal 
Resources
(Timeline event ‘Group and Recruitment’, ArtovaModel visualisation, Artova Film 
Festival project)

In the Artova Film Festival, every similar event in the timeline that has dealt with 
personal skills has a group motivation quite high (abstraction 3). This fact highlight-
ed the importance of valuing the skills at a personal level in order to keep the volun-
teers motivated. When found in other pilot projects as well, it is compiled under the 
‘Personal Resources’ factor (ArtovaModel level -abstraction 4). I omit the factor’s 
description here but it can be found in Appendix A –Personal Resources. Finally, the 
‘Personal Resources’ factor inspired self-reflection questions (abstraction 5) such as:

Everyone has something to offer to the group. Have you asked 
to see how people can and want to get involved?
(Self-reflection questions on ‘Personal Skills’, ArtovaModel visualisation)

The naming in the user interface and the order in which the ArtovaModel visualisa-
tion levels are presented was decided based on the expected uses of the ArtovaModel 
visualisation as will be discussed further in Section 4.2 Research. These user-interface 
levels are interdependent, meaning that there are more than one possible ways to 
access the ‘lower’ or ‘higher’ abstractions of the data.
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The ArtovaModel level introduces the compiled findings of the Artova practices and 
therefore it is presented first. It includes the overview visualisation (Figure 14a). It is 
mostly expected to be explored by people interested in collective action practices and 
the ArtovaModel. 

The Self-reflection Questions level contains a questionnaire divided into five sections, 
one for each factor of the ArtovaModel. This questionnaire generates the input data 
for the self-reflection visualisation that is also presented at this level (Figure 14b). This 
level was designed to aid future collective actions both inside and outside of Artova. 

The Example Projects level includes all the information gathered on the pilot projects. 
There is a project visualisation and a project timeline visualisation, for each of the six 
pilot projects, as well as a short description and some general facts (Figure 14c). The 
Example Projects level also includes a general view of all the six project visualisations 
placed together so as to make it easier to compare the pilot projects. This level is 
describing the past (pilot) projects. It serves as a presentation tool for the members of 
the pilot project teams as well as a rich examples pool for future collective actions.

Figure 13 The ArtovaModel visualisation levels as seen in the user interface 
(a) ArtovaModel. (b) Self-reflection Questions. (c) Example Projects.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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The component visualisations
The component visualisations are different views of the data gathered from all 
the abstractions. Each of these represents a different angle to the formation of the 
ArtovaModel and its manifestation in the pilot projects. However these component 
visualisations are not (necessarily) independent, since most of them can trigger  
other ones. 

Overview visualisation

The overview visualisation as seen in Figure 15 is the central representation of the 
ArtovaModel. It represents the five factors and sub-factors of the model. It includes 
the structure and description of the factors. Each sub-factor, besides its description, 
is also augmented with access (links) to events in the project timeline visualisation and 
questions in the self-reflection visualisation. The overview visualisation also ‘sets the 
tone’ of the coloring throughout the ArtovaModel visualisation, meaning that each 
factor is given a color (color-coded) that remains consistent throughout.

Project timeline visualisation

The project timeline visualisation (Figure 16) is a visual presentation (timeline) of 
the events that have taken place during a pilot project. They are placed in sequence 
either by date or if not possible, by month or season. These events have a short 
description describing what has happened, as well as a rating of the (pilot) team’s 
motivation at that time. Since each of these events/situations has been analyzed to 
create the ArtovaModel factors, they are all ‘tagged’ by the factor(s) that they include. 
This provides the two-way communication between the events (abstraction 2) and 
the ArtovaModel (the abstraction 4). For example the tagging allows the events to 
be linked to (as examples) from the overview visualisation sub-factors. In addition, 
it allows them to be highlighted from the project visualisation when referring to a 
specific ArtovaModel factor11. 

11  Communication between abstraction 3 to abstraction 2 as seen in Figure 13

Figure 14 Overview visualisation.
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Figure 15 Project timeline visualisation of My House Arabia.

To make the project timeline visualisation more personal and hopefully relatable, I 
added a series of quotes about the event from the pilot project’s members (in first 
person description). These personal quotes were taken from the blog posts as well 
as from the interviews conducted by Avanto and myself (with the permission of the 
interviewees) and they link back to them12. 

Project visualisation

The project visualisation is a visual representation of the relation of a pilot project 
to the ArtovaModel (Figure 17). This visualisation, shows at a glance, which of the 
ArtovaModel factors were more evident in that pilot project. By choosing a (color-
coded) factor from the project visualisation, the user gets to see all the events in the 
corresponding project timeline visualisation, distributed through time. This compo-
nent visualisation also allows for comparison between pilot projects.

12  Communication between abstraction 2 to abstraction 1 as seen in Figure 13
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Self-reflection visualisation

The self-reflective visualisation is generated based on questions that were divided 
according to the ArtovaModel into five parts (the five factors). Each of these parts 
was meant to be independent so that the collective action teams answering the ques-
tions could ‘mix & match’ according to their needs or current interests. 

This is a visual representation of the project progress of the person(s) answering the 
question as related to the ArtovaModel. For example, answering the questions about 
the Group factor, a circle is growing to represent how ‘well’ your project is going. If 
the circle remains small, then according to the ArtovaModel, you should give more 
emphasis to that factor of your project.

Figure 17 Self-reflection visualisation.
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3.1 Collective Actions and Artova
In order to comprehend the design domain, it was necessary for me to understand 
collective actions and Artova’s role in facilitating them. Only then would I be able to 
take a relevant approach. This section discusses the theory behind collective actions 
that proved to be useful in defining both Artova’s role and later my own approach. 

Self-organized collective actions
There are several definitions of what is meant by collective action. I will be using the 
term similarly to how Ostrom and Hess (2007) have, combining two earlier defini-
tions of it. Namely, collective action arises when the efforts of two or more individu-
als are needed to accomplish an outcome (Sandler, 1992, p. 1) and the efforts on the 
part of each individual are voluntary (Meinzen-Dick, Di Gregorio, & McCarthy, 
2004, p. 5). 

The Artova pilot projects are collective actions, since they include a group of people 
working (for the most part) voluntarily to accomplish their shared vision and goals. 
They are projects since most of them dismantled after the completion of their vision. 
In addition, they are self-organized and some even self-initiated. 

Self-organized actions, as explained by Boonstra and Boelens (2011, p. 113), are 
collectives (or networks) who organize themselves along an infinite variety of lines: they 
continuously undergo processes of group formation and deformation. Their main charac-
teristic is that they organize as they choose in order to adapt to the infinite number of 
possible dynamics both within their action and with other systems. These interactions 
cannot be foreseen or planned for, making the civil action a type of complex adaptive 
system. (Boonstra & Boelens, 2011) 

When researching each pilot project and comparing them to the others it became 
apparent that even though they all followed different approaches to achieve their 
collective vision, they all shared the same principles on working practices. For exam-
ple, not all teams spent time on communicating their vision to the public, however 
the decision of communicating it or not was reached through a similar process. 

Ostrom’s (1990) division of the working rules for common-pool resource groups 
(CPRs), provide a good starting point to identify the common practices between all 
the pilot projects (so as to compile the overall Artova practices) and to separate them 
from the team-level approaches for a specific end. Common-pool resource groups 
are self-organized initiatives that have a shared interest (often monetary) to sustain 
a (natural) common resource. Even if Artova pilot projects are obviously not CPRs, 
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the division of the rules serves well to describe this case. According to Ostrom (1990) 
three levels of rules can be identified in self-organized CPRs:

(1) Operational rules, which regulate the day-to-day work and 
decision-making,

(2) Collective Choice rules that are used by the groups to make 
their policies, and

(3) Constitutional rules, which determine who is eligible to be 
part in the core group and rules on how to create the collective 
choice rules.

For example, in the Artova pilot projects, the Edible Arabia team (EA) decided that 
their vision is to grow vegetables in their area hence they don’t need to spend much 
time on advertising their vision (Operational level). They also decided after Artova’s 
recommendation to listen to all opinions and value them equally before making a 
decision (Collective Choice level). And lastly they collectively decided that they want 
to have a project leader and that new members are welcome but are limited to the 
amount of spaces on the plot (Constitutional level). 

According to Ostrom (1990) in order for a team to be successfully self-organized, all 
these levels of ruling should fall under the team’s own power. In the case of the Artova 
pilot projects, they do. In the previous example of Edible Arabia, the team members 
had decided collectively on their rules. Nevertheless, they did receive recommenda-
tions from Artova on the level of collective choice rules and constitutional rules based on 
Artova’s past experiences13 with collective actions. 

The role of Artova
Artova’s role is to aid locals to realize their own vision for the neighborhood, dimin-
ishing as much as possible the obstacles that initially seem overwhelming. Referring 
back to Ostrom’s (1990) division of rules, they provide a tested set of collective choice 
and constitutional rules that the actions can choose to follow. I became very aware of 
their approach to this task when I was told the following situation by Saara Vanhala, 
an Artova coordinator:

A woman entered the Kääntöpaikka community center and 
complained that all Artova’s activities so far have been for 
youngsters and young families, and not for her age group. 
Instead of apologizing, the coordinators of Artova, prompted 
her to start something for her own needs promising that they 
would help gather more people and organize events. And so 
it happened, Artova actives helped her make posters to gather 

13  The ArtovaModel can actually be seen as the compilation of these recommendations at 
the collective choice and constitutional levels. 
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Figure 19  Separation of rules in CPRs (Ostrom,1990, p. 53) and examples from Artova. 

more same-minded people, and later to organize the space 
and find tutors for their activities. Eventually this woman with 
Artova’s help organized at least three activities: over-60-year-
olds tango, senior gymnastics as well as tea sessions!

This story was very enlightening. Their role in the community was definitely not to 
provide for them but to motivate them to organize themselves. Artova is working at 
the meta-level of collective actions, helping them to make the process more pleasur-
able. They are providing a physical location (Kääntöpaikka) for the collective actions 
to utilize, workshop facilitation to help the teams articulate their vision and even 
tutoring of new technologies that enhance collaboration.  

All in all, Artova, as a body, has gathered a fair amount of experience and insight on 
facilitating collective actions. Even if there is no objectively correct way to facilitate a 
collective action, there are ways that seem to be more effective and pleasurable than 
others. Until the start of this degree project, this knowledge was not yet explicit or in 
a form that would be easily accessible by others. Therefore, my role was to help them 
compile this knowledge (in collaboration with Artova and Avanto) and visualise it so 
as to enable further pleasurable collective actions, spark a discussion on the subject or 
even just provide common grounds on which communication can be based.

3.2 Visualising
Card, Mackinlay and Shneiderman (1999) define visualisation as the transformation 
of data into visual representations, presented as interactive computer graphics with 
the goal of amplifying cognition. Similarly, Ware (2004, p. xvii) defines information 
visualisation as the use of interactive visual representations of abstract data to amplify 
cognition and later more generally as a graphical representation of data or concepts 
(Ware, 2004, p. 2). 
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The field of information visualisation has attracted researchers and practitioners 
from various fields such as design (e.g. Density Design Research group, Politecnico 
di Milano), knowledge management (e.g. Eppler, University of Lugano), cognitive 
science (e.g. Colin Ware, Data visualisation Research Lab), journalism (e.g. Alberto 
Cairo, University of Miami), art (e.g. Stefanie Posavec, data illustrator) and of course 
computer science (e.g. Edward Tufte, Yale University). Therefore, I consider it a 
multidisciplinary field that can be approached through different angles and has vague 
boundaries. 

However for the purpose of this thesis work, with the term ‘visualisation’ I am 
referring to visual representations of data not necessarily with interactive computer 
graphics but definitely with the goal of amplifying cognition (similarly to Ware’s 
more general definition attached above). This approach includes static visual repre-
sentations such as infographics and annotated graphs used in journalism however it 
excludes visualisations without predefined purpose (i.e. for the sake of art). Similarly 
with the term ‘visualising’, I am referring to the process of creating a (purposeful) 
visualisation. Visualising is a design process besides being a scientific field of its own. 
Throughout this degree project, I have been drawing interchangeably from design 
and visualisation fields to create the ArtovaModel visualisation.   

The value of visualisation
Effective visualisations can aid in our understanding of quantities and large datasets. 
This has been proven effectively in Anscombe’s quartet example (Anscombe, 1973) 
on quantitative data. In this example, the statistician Francis Anscombe presented 4 
datasets containing of (x,y) values which all have the same statistical properties (such 
as mean, variance, correlation between the variables), however when mapped out 
graphically they appear to vary considerably thus proving the importance of graphing 
statistical data. 

In general, the value of visualisation as discussed by van Wijk (2005) changes accord-
ing to the criteria we access it with. He mentions as an example that for a visuali-
sation to be judged as a technology14, it should be assessed by its effectiveness and 
efficiency. Or in other words, it is accessed by whether it does what it set out to do 
(effectiveness), and achieves this with the least amount of resources such as time and 
costs (efficiency). 

This leads to the obvious question: why is visualisation the technology used to spark 
discussion on collective action practices (based on the ArtovaModel)? There are 
primarily two reasons for this choice. Firstly, the process to create a representational 
model of data (Frigg, 2012), which is what Artova set out to do, is very closely linked 
to the process of creating a visualisation of data; namely, that of data transforma-

14  According to van Wijk in the same article, visualisation can either be judged as art (for 
its own sake), science (the research field of visualisation) or technology (i.e., as a collection of 
methods, techniques, and tools developed and applied to satisfy a need.
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tion and abstraction to simplify complex systems, so as to enhance understanding, 
learning or cognition. Secondly, visualisations are proven effective in creating mental 
representations of information. Quoting Colin Ware:

Visualizations have a small but crucial and expanding role in cognitive 
systems. [...] We acquire more information through vision than through 
all of the other senses combined. (Ware, 2004, p. 2)

In addition by placing the ArtovaModel visualisation online we can also utilize the 
interactive abilities of computers as well as make it available to anyone with connec-
tion to the Internet, in contrary to, for example, a location-based workshop. 

In its core, visualisation is thought to highlight patterns and exceptions of the under-
lying data. The brain is trained to see patterns and exceptions in a single graphic 
much faster than seeing them in sequence (for example as numbers in a table). 
Edward Tufte gives a good example of the benefits of visualisation in the case of 
London’s Soho cholera outbreak in 1854. During that outbreak, and while everybody 
believed that cholera was spread by air, Doctor John Snow took a map of the area and 
augmented it with the instances of the disease. This mapping revealed the locality 
of the cases, eventually proving that the cause of the outbreak was a polluted water 
pump in the area (Tufte, 1997). 

As visualisations have become more frequently used outside of scientific circles, their 
role has expanded. As Dörk, Collins, Feng and Carpendale (2013) identify that 
an increasing number of visualisations are appearing which aim to engage citizens 
around social issues. The benefits of these visualisations go beyond merely recogniz-
ing patterns and generating insights, they have the ability to influence, manipulate 
and empower (Dörk, Collins, Feng, & Carpendale, 2013). 

This does not mean that every visualisation will have this ability; Dörk et al. (2013) 
do however provide some common principles that visualisations, which successfully 
engage citizens, have. The initial factors they propose for a critical approach to visu-
alisation are disclosure, plurality, contingency, and empowerment. 

 » Disclosure refers to the practice of stating the decisions and 
assumptions made throughout the design of the visualisation 
concerning the data, the interaction as well as the representation. 

 » Plurality refers to the different positions or stories presented 
from the data. Since not all points-of-view can be covered equally 
in a single presentation, the designer should make sure not to 
advocate one position over the other.

 » Contingency refers to the user’s ability to explore the data 
further. In their words, “By considering both viewer and phenom-
enon to be dynamic, contingent visualizations can provide room 
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for more unique and profound experiences and insights” (Dörk, 
Collins, Feng, & Carpendale, 2013, p. 5). 

 » And lastly empowerment refers to giving the opportunity to the 
user to discuss and question the representation as well as to use it 
further to tell their own story. 

Visualisation and risk
Visual representations such as visualisations are not without risk of misinterpretation, 
at the level of their cognitive, emotional, social reading (by the user) or at the level 
of their design (Bresciani & Eppler, 2009). In order to avoid these risks, or to better 
identify them, I will be referring to Tamara Munzner’s nested model of visualisation 
design (Munzner, 2009). 

This nested model, unlike other visualisation models such as Colin Ware’s (Ware, 
2004, pp. 4–5), does not include the data-collection phase that was, for example, 
part of the ArtovaModel visualisation. Nevertheless, I chose to use this nested model 
for two reasons. Firstly because it specifies the threats and validation points of each 
stage thus making it easier to identify the level of the problems. Secondly, because 
it refers to the visualising process as a design process, including factors such as user 
objectives and user testing. Munzner divides the process of designing a visualisation 
into four steps: 

(1) domain problem characterization

(2) data/operation abstraction design

(3) encoding/ interaction technique design

(4) algorithm design

The first step is not exclusive to visualisation but to any design task, since it refers to 
discovering the requirements and goals that the designed system should accomplish. 
The second step is referring to the process of generating higher abstraction of the 
data and discovering the relevant operations (views of the data) for the users. The 
methods used in the second step will be discussed in Section 3.4 Information (analysis 
of the data). The third step is referring to the data and information acquired needing 
to be well represented and communicated. The last step is referring to the method of 
implementation (development) of the visualisation that is beyond the scope of this 
thesis work.

Each of these steps might encompass different errors that eventually will be transmit-
ted to the lower level (therefore the nested nature of the model). The Figure 21 shows 
Munzner’s model, together with the threats and validation proposals. I see these as the 
potential threats to the effective design of the ArtovaModel visualisation, also includ-
ing the threat of abstracting from subjective qualitative data that is missing here. I 
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will be discussing these threats at the corresponding level of the visualisation design 
process in the following section and their validation throughout the Chapter 4.

Threat: 
Validate: 

 wrong problem
observe and interview target users

Validate: observe adoption rates

Threat: bad data/operation abstraction

Threat: ineffective encoding/interaction technique
Validate: justify encoding/interaction technique

Validate: 
field study, document human usage of deployed system
test on target users, collect anecdotal evidence of utility

Validate: 
lab study, measure human time/errors for operation
informal usabiltiy study

[..] ALGORITHM DESIGN & THREATS [..]

deployment

Figure 20 The nested model of visualisation design. Adapted from (Munzner, 2009, p. 923).

3.3 From (Qualitative) Data to Knowledge
I have been using the terms data and abstraction of the data extensively. It would 
be therefore beneficial for reasons of clarity to define what is meant by data, infor-
mation, knowledge and wisdom or the so-called DIWK continuum. According to 
Ackoff’s definition (Ackoff, 1989): data is raw, it is pure facts that cannot be ques-
tioned, information consists of processed data found in descriptions for example by 
adding relational connections to it of who, what, where, knowledge is the know-how, 
it is what makes the transformation of information to instructions possible, which 
can lead to wisdom when connected to other knowledge through the process  
of judgment. 

Data and qualitative data
In Section 2.2 The ArtovaModel I have discussed the blog-posts from ‘Artovan Henki’ 
and the interviews conducted with the pilot teams as ‘raw’ data. They are by no 
means undisputable facts since they are written (or spoken) through a first-person 
perspective and include qualitative values (such as emotions). Moreover, the inter-
views with the pilot teams were conducted up to a year later than the events took 
place, so it is safe to assume that the facts are influenced in hindsight. 

Subjectiveness is a known issue with qualitative research (Guba, 1981), and it was 
anticipated from the beginning of this degree project. Moreover, the aim of the 
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ArtovaModel (and its visualisation) was not to provide a ‘truth statement’15 but 
to spark discussion and give a first glance into collective actions (such as the pilot 
projects). This discussion would have more value if it had derived from qualitative 
methods rather than for example (quantitative) questionnaires since it left more room 
for exploration. 

The gathered (‘raw’ or primary) data included stories, opinions and emotions; 
they had personality and helped me form a more complete picture of the collec-
tive actions. Moreover, qualitative methods, such as semi-structured interviews, are 
also a central part of the human-centered design process. Since in human-centered 
processes, interviewing is often used as a method to understand the stakeholders and 
formulate the requirements of designed systems (Krippendorff, 2006; ISO 9241-210, 
2010). For these reasons, I considered the gathered qualitative facts about the pilot 
projects as enlightening and a valid point from where to start analyzing. 

Information (analysis of the data)
Every higher abstraction after the ‘raw’ data has derived from some process e.g. 
grouping or relating to other data. It is therefore, returning to Ackoff’s (1989) defini-
tion, information. Since this information is human processed (how it will be grouped 
or with what), it might be misleading16. To avoid this situation in the ArtovaModel 
visualisation, I chose to provide access between ‘raw’ data and the other abstraction 
levels (the information). When information can be traced back to its data it becomes 
more credible but it also gives the opportunity to generate new information (which 
can lead to new knowledge). I also believe that when designing, open data and trans-
parent processes give another level of human-centeredness.

The primary responsibility for the content analysis was given to Avanto. However, I 
also did some exploratory analysis (before Avanto joined) in order to get the feeling 
of the abstraction process and not to jump from data to conclusions without the in 
between abstractions. The impact of my exploratory analysis to the design will be 
presented in Section 4.3 Content, however I will introduce here the combination of 
methods that I chose. 

Qualitative data analysis

After putting all the events from each pilot project in sequence, and in order to 
generate relations between the ‘raw’ data, I applied a method resembling17 the 
thematic network analysis (Attride-Stirling, 2001). Overall, the thematic network 
analysis is broken down into three stages.  

15  Using the term as in Egon Guba’s article, (Guba, 1981). 
16  They might be misleading when for example highlighting unimportant relations or 
occluding others. Hullman and Diakopoulos (2011) have discussed this issue in narrative 
visualisations.
17  I use the word resembling, since at the time I was not aware of this analysis method, 
nevertheless the process as well as the form of the results were the same.
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(a) the reduction or breakdown of the text; 

(b) the exploration of the text; and 

(c) the integration of the exploration. 

The result of the first stage is a networked diagram of themes that is used as an 
analyzing aid when re-reading /exploring the original text (stage b) and identify-
ing patterns (stage c). Reducing the qualitative data (text) into meaningful and 
manageable segments is necessary for the analysis (Attride-Stirling, 2001). For the 
ArtovaModel data (that were transcribed and translated) these chunks were chosen 
at the level of project events. The segments (events), abstracted from the whole 
text, were described by a theme. The themes in turn were arranged into higher-level 
groups also given a theme. Attride-Stirling names the themes that derived from the 
segments directly as Basic Themes and the higher-level ones as Organizing Themes. In 
the ArtovaModel we named them sub-factors and factors accordingly. 

Exploratory visualisation

Another method used for generating meaningful connections between the data, 
comes from the field of quantitative sciences. Exposing hidden patterns is an inherent 
trait of visualisations (Tufte, 1997; Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999) there-
fore I created small visualisations based on quantified versions of the gathered data to 
see if any patterns emerge. 

Some of these visualisations were only representing entity relations (i.e. Figure 22). 
Their purpose was to help me comprehend the task in focus (the design space) 
through multiple views, just as sketching is known to aid the design process. The 
visualisations drafted at this stage were exploratory pre-visualisations and most of 

Figure 21 Mapping of relations in Artova. I made this sketch to understand the differing 
levels of participation.
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them were eventually discarded, however they did help me understand the informa-
tion, which leads us according to Ackoff (1989) to knowledge.

Knowledge (through visualisation)
Masud, Velsecchi, Ciuccarelli, Ricci and Caviglia accurately present that visualisa-
tions are a transformation artifact within the data-information-knowledge-wisdom 
(DIWK) continuum. Specifically, they explain how the designer and creator of the 
visualisation gathers data/information/knowledge, processes it and later represents it, 
in order to transfer knowledge to the viewer. Therefore, as they define, visualising is 
a process of transforming materials into knowledge. (Masud, Valsecchi, Ciuccarelli, 
Ricci, & Caviglia, 2010)

I have already discussed about the methodology concerning the two first stages of this 
transformation (gathering and processing). These methods had made me become (to 
an extent) knowledgeable about the collective actions inside Artova – the domain. 
However, in order to transfer this knowledge (or to help generate insights as it is often 
called in the visualisation field (Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999; North, 
2006)) it needs to be well represented and communicated. 

For a visual representation and ultimately its communication to be effective, it has 
to be data and task-specific; meaning not all visual encodings fit all data and there-
fore its effective communication is not assured. However, there are some cognitive 
principles that visual encodings should follow based on how the human brain groups 
and prioritizes information. The Gestalt school of psychology18 has investigated the 
brain’s ability to identify patterns in images and has identified certain principles, 
which are, nowadays, the cornerstones for most visual representations of information. 
These principles are noted in Figure 23. 

The Gestalt laws of pattern perception are a valid starting point to compare one 
representation to another. For example in the ArtovaModel visualisation in the over-
view visualisation all the nodes were chosen to be circular, to show that they represent 
similar entities, based on the Gestalt laws of similarity. 

The Gestalt laws are primarily focused on human vision and perception and even 
though they can guide the designer to decide on layout and color, they do not always 
help to make a decision for example between an annotated chart or an interactive 
slideshow. The latter are decisions that depend on a combination of the data, the user 
and their context of presentation19. 

In data journalism it is often said that data hold a story (Gray, Chambers, & 
Bounegru, 2012) and by visualizing them the designer is trying to communicate 

18  As described by Kofka (1935). 
19  This is not the case for visualisations for the sake of art, however as I mentioned earlier I 
am only referring to visualisations as a designed artifact with a predefined aim for users.
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Similarity Proximity Closure

Symmetry Continuity Connectedness

this one looks out 
of the group

we see them as two 
curves, not like this:

connection 
implies 
grouping

We see a square 
even if there are 
gaps

Figure 22 The Gestalt Laws. Kofka (1935) plus Connectedness (Palmer & Rock, 1994) 

a message (data stories). Segel and Heer (2010) identify seven genres of narrative 
visualisations that employ different visual narrative tactics (such as highlighting and 
visual structuring) and different narrative structures (such as ordering and interactivity). 
Therefore, it is important for the designer to understand the data and discover their 
data-stories in order to choose the most fitting visual narrative tactics and narrative 
structures. 

From a user perspective, visualisations, especially when interactive, are a digital tool20. 
The users perform tasks in order to explore, learn, understand, be entertained and be 
empowered among others. Therefore, user parameters such as expectations, experi-
ence, goals and time investment have to be taken into consideration when deciding 
on issues of representation, interaction and interface. 

Naturally, visualisations do not “live” in a vacuum. They are objects, artifacts, even 
technologies that interact with their surroundings. A visualisation used in a news-
paper article augments the report by presenting the graphed data that supports the 
research. The same report on the online version of the newspaper gives the readers the 
freedom to explore the same data further through interactivity. Therefore, the context 
of the visualisation is critical to its meaning as well as its form – making the designer’s 
approach vary for each context.

In the ArtovaModel visualisation design process, when deciding on representation 
and interaction, I tried to look at the stakeholders, the narrative of the data as well 
as the environment of use. Namely, to understand more about the stakeholders I 

20  Merriam-Webster defines tool as: ‘a means to an end’. 
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employed human-centered design methods throughout this degree work. These 
activities, discussed in Section 4.2 Research, were initially focused to discover how a 
visualisation might be used and what it should include; however the interaction with 
the stakeholders also shaped my approach to keep the data transparent and try to 
make the ArtovaModel visualisation extendable.

At the same time, I had in mind the whole narrative of the ArtovaModel and its 
underlying data. This narrative is something that Artova members are very familiar 
with, however I was discovering it along the way in order to represent and communi-
cate it more clearly to others.

The environment of presentation (the context mentioned above) was decided early 
on to be online. The reason for this was to allow for accessibility detached from the 
necessity of an Artova intermediary. Also, an online environment could enable more 
voices to be heard allowing for asynchronous discussion. This defined some choices 
related to development and the use of interaction quite early on, thus narrowing 
the representational choices of the visualisation in the activities of the Form phase 
(discussed in Section 4.4 Form). However at the same time, it widened the possibili-
ties of designing the Artova visualisation environment to include comments and links 
to more resources.
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4.1 Process Phases
The process of creating the ArtovaModel visualisation can be conceptually divided 
into three overlapping stages. For example the content activities were continued 
throughout the process and brought new information on what to include (or 
exclude) in the final visualisation.  The graph seen in Figure 24 illustrates how the 
activities are dispersed through time and also distinguishes in which of the three 
stages (research, content, form) they belong to.

4.2 Research
The research stage includes those activities whose aim was to help me understand 
Artova and the Artova collective actions as well as define ArtovaModel visualisation 
aims. In design terms these activities were focused on understanding the stakehold-
ers and their potential usage of the ArtovaModel visualisation. From a visualisation 
point-of-view, and referring to the theoretical framework discussed, the research stage 
includes activities to: 

 » Understand the domain – the first step in Munzner’s (Munzner, 
2009) model.

 » Discover the story to be told – as Segel and Heer (Segel & Heer, 
2010) explain. 

 » Gather the ‘raw’ data

In the following sections I will describe various approaches that form the research 
process as well as the impact each activity had on the end result and on the process. 
Often the individual impact cannot be clearly articulated since the activities are 
exploratory and each of them builds on the findings of the previous ones. 

Gathering collective (design) probes
The pilot projects, before my collaboration with Artova, started documenting their 
progress in the form of blog posts. The first blog post of the Design Dog Park pilot 
action is dated already in September 200721, describing why a group of dog-owners 
founded a dog association in the Vanhankaupunginkoski area “when the first build-
ings of a new block had just been completed and new residents with their dogs moved in.” 
(Gammel Dogs Association / Markus Talvio, translated by Pigasus Translations). All 
together the Design Dog Park collective action posted around 50 blog-posts with 
varying length describing their action, the last one dating in July 2013. They are writ-
ten in a light, personal tone, often describing their frustrations with the city planning 

21  It is probably the case the blog-post was written later in 2010 referring to events that 
happened in 2007 and therefore dating it as September 2007.
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or their excitement in their progress. I quote two examples of these. Referring to the 
Design Dog Park drive, a pop-up dog park in the area the Design Dog Park collective 
action organized:

“First things first: it was so much fun! The “warm up” on Friday 
and then Saturday were a success in spite of the low tempera-
ture, and considering the schedule and available resources. The 
Design Dog Park initiative attracted the interest of the media. 
Radio Helsinki did an interview in their morning broadcast 
2.2.2012. The hosts had some tricky questions but I suppose we 
passed with flying colours” 
(Excerpt from post titled ‘Design Dog Park Drive’ , February 2012, member of the 
DDP team, translated by Pigasus Translations).

And later, in September 2012, after no progress within the collaboration with officials 
to realize their idea during the Helsinki World Design Capital year (WDC):

“My current goal is to at least take care of the task we have 
promised the WDC organization to do: to document how the 
project proceeded. It’s useless to hope that we could have 
anything concrete on the meadow during this design year” 
(Excerpt from post titled ‘Tired’, September 2012, Anna Saarnisto / Gammel Dogs 
Association).

Naturally, not all the pilot actions were as thorough with documenting their progress. 
When asked about their blogging during the interviews, it became apparent that, 
for some actions writing about their experiences was a way to open up their project 
to the world and even help them organize their facts and thoughts. For others, this 
process was considered secondary, which is also apparent in the number of posts they 
actually wrote and their contents. 

These posts are rich in information about collective action experiences. From a design 
point of view, these blog posts could be compared to design probes (Mattelmäki, 
2006) aiming to understand the pilot teams’ experiences and context in more depth, 
through self-documenting. The usual approach to design probes is for the designer to 
frame the research by giving instructions (to individual users) of what to document 
and in what form. Often the probe kit (through which to perform the self-documen-
tation) includes physical objects such as cameras and diaries, as well as tasks; but it 
can also be extended to Internet based diaries such as blogs (Mattelmäki, 2006).

In this case, the collective actions were documenting themselves in a level of a team 
and not an individual, and secondly the probing was framed and initiated by Artova 
(not the designer). I am therefore uncertain on whether to call them design probes 
(even though T. Mattelmäki specifically mentions their open and exploratory nature 
(Mattelmäki, 2006, p. 40, 66)), however they had the same results.
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Impact on design

As is the case with individual design probes, the collective web-diaries were miscel-
laneous and of questionable reliability (Hirsjärvi et al. as cited by Mattelmäki, 2006, 
p. 65) before further exploration and interviews with the pilot teams. Nevertheless, 
I cannot imagine a better way to have been introduced to the pilot projects than 
through their ‘diaries’. 

I quickly got a grasp of the type of issues they were facing such as the fluctuation of 
motivation during their process and their dependence on collaboration both from 
other individuals (as volunteers) but also from the side of official bodies (such as local 
authorities). These served as a basis to later design the follow-up interviews. They also 
highlighted potential uses that the ArtovaModel visualisation could have. For exam-
ple, could the visualisation inspire collective actions during low-motivation periods?

Besides the issues, most of all, these web-diaries introduced me to the pilot teams in 
general. Their choice of wording, the humor, the images they chose to accompany 
their text, their excitement, all together let me understand whom I am designing 
for and what has to be represented in the visualisation. Since I will be dealing with 
abstracted (and often out of context) data all throughout this visualisation, under-
standing the experiences and stories of the people who generated that data is impor-
tant so as not to misinterpret the meaning or lose the wider perspective.

Interviewing the pilot-projects 
After going through the blog-posts, I arranged a series of meetings with the people 
behind each pilot project. Overall, I interviewed members from five out of the six 
pilot teams, excluding Artova Film Festival whose members were later interviewed by 
Avanto. 

The interviews were semi-structured with a series of open-ended questions divided 
into three parts. The first included questions regarding their personal involvement in 
the pilot project, Artova and similar type of collective actions. The second part had 
questions that focused on the events of the pilot project, including their setbacks, 
internal organization and group size. The last part was related to the visualisation, 
and what they imagined an ArtovaModel visualisation to do. Each interview lasted 
for approximately 1–2 hours and was recorded for further use.

During the interview, the team members were also asked to describe their projects 
in a rough timeline of events. They had already documented most of the facts in the 
‘Artovan Henki’ blog but of course hearing it first hand offered the opportunity to go 
deeper into events that were problematic or rewarding. 

Impact on design

When discussing about the help they could have used during their action or what 
they would have done differently in hindsight, several topics came up. For example 
a My House Arabia member mentioned she would like to have known beforehand 
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the amount of time they would need to invest in certain actions like marketing their 
event, and also receive more regular mentoring. Similarly in an interview with an 
Arabia Street Festival member, he would suggest to the next team to organize the 
street festival to start planning for it earlier. 

Later, when discussing about the potential use of a visualisation of their actions, 
different topics came up, not necessarily aligned with what they were discuss-
ing before. For example, both Arabia Street Festival and Edible Arabia members 
mentioned they would like to able to compare their process to other similar actions 
of smaller and bigger scale and see solutions of similar setbacks. Design Dog Park 
members mentioned it would be interesting for them to see the amount of hours they 
spent on their initiative as well as use it as a condensed form of information when 
communicating with other external parties.

Obviously not all the topics addressed could be covered in this visualisation project. 
Nevertheless, they can be divided into how they could have used the ArtovaModel 
visualisation during their action and how it can serve them after their project was 
over. In the table X you can see all the potential uses that came up divided into the 
two separate groups of (past) pilot actions and current actions. 

Completed Collective Projects Current Collective Projects

See the original vision and the final 
conclusion of other actions.

Knowing the way to proceed - feel-
ing that things are moving forward 

even when uncertain.

Compare their project to other of 
smaller or bigger scale.

See different approaches/ solutions 
to similar problems and obstacles.

See the amount of personal time 
used or the intensity of working 
hours throughout the project.

See possibilities of who to contact 
when in need of guidance.

Use as a communication tool with 
the city or elsewhere about  

their action.
Consult for scheduling

Transfer their knowledge that was 
gained through the project.

Table 2 Potential uses of the ArtovaModel visualisation from the interviews.
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Interviewing Artova key members
The blog posts and the pilot actions interviews introduced me to the pilot projects 
and their teams. However, the role of Artova was still unclear, and so was an overview 
of these collective actions. I therefore also conducted interviews with the Artova coor-
dinators at the time, Janne Kareinen and Saara Vanhala. 

Throughout this degree project, and especially in the beginning, I was meeting Janne 
Kareinen almost on a bi-weekly basis. Thanks to their frequency, these sessions were 
relatively unstructured, allowing the discussion to flow where needed. Naturally, as 
the design was progressing, the topics discussed in the meetings were changing as 
well, eventually focusing more on the representative value of visual representations 
rather than Artova, the ArtovaModel or the pilot projects. 

Impact on design

In general, Janne Kareinen introduced me to Artova and gave me a high-level under-
standing of the pilot projects and eventually I became familiar with Artova’s approach 
to build on peer-to-peer thinking and empowerment (Tulikukka, 2012, p. 84). 

Moreover, I understood that the ArtovaModel was being compiled so that ‘caddies’ 
(Tulikukka, 2012) like Janne Kareinen could eventually step down after having 
created a system to sustain Artova’s practices – and help actions to effectively self-
organize. Therefore their aim for the ArtovaModel visualisation was to provide easy 
access to the ArtovaModel to collective actions and other neighborhood intiatives. All 
in all, my interaction with Artova was so close that its impact on the final visualisa-
tion is inseparable and their help integral.

Concept mapping
To promote collaboration and mutual understanding, I would sometimes prepare 
visual and narrative22 aids for the sessions. For the first session, I drafted a concept 
map including my assumptions and my till then understanding of the Artova collec-
tive actions. It was printed out and apprehended collaboratively with extra nodes and 
notes during the interview as seen in Figure 25. 

The discussions through this concept map grew around the meaning of a successful 
self-organized collective action. Since for Artova the goal was to facilitate collective 
actions be successful, then a relative measurement of what is considered a success for 
them would have to be identified. Moreover, collective actions such as the Artova 
pilot projects do not follow industry methods or have monetary rewards; therefore, a 
project management approach of judging them on effectiveness or efficiency would 
be unsuited and not representative. 

According to Artova, a collective project is successful if despite the difficulties, the 
team members have enjoyed the process and would be willing to get involved in 

22  The narrative aids are discussed separately in the following Subsection Scenario-building.
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yet another collective action. Of course, the team’s pleasure is influenced by a good 
project outcome; nevertheless, the expected project outcomes in a self-organized 
project are defined by the members themselves. As an example, if a collective action 
organizes an event expecting ten people to join, when fifteen show up it is already a 
good outcome for them. This attitude for the teams only to set their goals as relative 
to their time and expectations is one that Artova actively advises. 

Impact on Design

If the whole ArtovaModel visualisation was a story, then through these interviews, it 
became apparent that the title of the story would be on the lines of: ‘how volunteers 
have been bringing their ideas to life while enjoying the procedure’. In our conversations 
with Artova coordinators, as well as later in the process with Avanto, we have been 
using the term motivation to indicate this pleasure and satisfaction during an action23. 
It was therefore evident that the motivation of the collective action teams should be 
reflected in the final design of the ArtovaModel visualisation. 

Scenario-building
I became familiar with the stakeholders of this degree project through the collective 
(design) probes, the pilot project interviews and the close collaboration with Artova. 
Having identified some of their expectations and wishes for the ArtovaModel visuali-
sation, I compiled five fictional narratives describing five reasons why an individual 
uses the ArtovaModel visualisation. These fictional narratives of how (and why) users 
accomplish tasks, are referred to in design literature as scenarios (Carroll, 2003). The 
fictional users in scenarios are usually based on archetypes of users expected to use the 
system and are referred to as personas (Cooper, 2004).

The ArtovaModel visualisation scenarios and personas might have fictional names, 
yet they are inspired by real stories and individuals from the Artova environment. 
For example, in the following narrative titled ‘Scenario 2: Information Noise’, Bob’s 
persona is inspired by a team member of Design Dog Park. The Design Dog Park 
project was never actually implemented as the team had envisioned, yet even after 
five years of trying, the members were still active and even organized a pop-up design 
dog park in the Arabia neighborhood. Similarly in the scenario titled ‘Scenario 3: 
Scheduling’, Heidi, was inspired by a member of the My House Arabia action, where 
the project leader was asked to learn a lot of new things outside her comfort zone due 
to the small organizing team. 

In these narratives I compiled the possibilities of the ArtovaModel visualisation as 
they appeared in the interviews and blog-posts. Artova could feel the potential for a 
visualisation of their practices but could not express how it might be used, therefore 
these narratives also served as an effective communication tool in the meetings with 
Janne Kareinen; and created the common ground to build upon. 

23  Therefore, I have been using the same term in the ArtovaModel visualisation and 
throughout this degree work.
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Scenario 1: Information Structure
A few neighbors came up with an idea of how to enhance the 
social interactivity in their area and they would like to share their 
ideas with other neighbors and see what kind of feedback they 
would get. They have not initiated something like this before and 
are not sure how possible their vision is. Namely, they would like 
to see a process of a community project, but since they are all 
working in the mornings, their afternoons is all they can spare. 

They discover the visualization online, which includes a series of 
already completed projects. Each independently finds a project 
and starts moving through its timeline to read its process. They 
don’t spend much time since for the time being they are only 
interested in how it was initiated. 

Some parts of the visualisation are highlighted with different 
symbols that represent group size and motivation. They under-
stand that most projects start with just that — a group of people 
and their motivation to make something. This makes them feel 
like they are on the right track! 

Continuing, they see a different symbol representing something 
like keyframes — special times that have been noted as impor-
tant in the project. By interacting with this symbol, it shows the 
visualised project’s first meetings, how many people went, how 
they advertised it and what was discussed. They then under-
stand that when organizing the first group meetings it is good to 
involve as many people as possible in their idea. 

They close their browsers and know the first steps they have to 
take!

Figure 24 Concept mapping of (my understanding) of Artova and collective actions.  
Augmented after a common session with Janne Kareinen, Markku Reunanen & myself.
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Scenario 2: Best Practices and Mistakes
A current project has reached a point where enough interest has 
been gathered but motivation in the team is running low. The 
initial participants seem to have spread out. The project manag-
ers consult the visualization tool to see how that has been dealt 
with in past projects. 

They discover in the visualisation that motivation of the partici-
pants is closely related to the updates provided. Some past 
projects at this stage have organized meetings. However, this is 
not possible for them. They decide to update their blog/website 
more often even with minor changes so as to keep everyone in 
the team informed and possibly make them more active to find 
solutions. 

They also see a pattern here that in every project motivation 
runs low at some points, and don’t feel so threatened that their 
project is not progressing correctly. 

Scenario 3: Information Noise
Bob has just completed a volunteer project with a group. The 
project wasn’t as successful as they would have wanted because 
they had some problems with the city. Nevertheless, they did 
have a good connection with the team he was working in. He 
enjoyed it, even though it was his first volunteering project, and 
is considering getting involved with another project.

Consulting the visualisation which includes five previous projects 
that have been realized, he understands that some projects 
are more probable to need a lot of interaction with the city. He 
wouldn’t want that again so he chooses another type that, in his 
view, is more probable to succeed.

Scenario 4: Scheduling
Heidi is currently organizing a neighborhood event; she has 
never done so before. She doesn’t mind her inexperience since 
she feels that she is learning many new things. Of course, 
this learning procedure means that it takes her more time to 
complete the tasks. For example, she had never before had to 
market an event. So she doesn’t know when she should distrib-
ute the event posters. She checks the visualization that had 
been previously mentioned to her, and compares to see when 
previous projects had started their poster distribution. She also 
discovers that other projects have informed magazines about 
their event and she decides to do the same.
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Scenario 5: Fast Understanding
Meg has been working on the same project for five years. It has 
been quite tiring for her because the project seems to die off and 
resurrect over and over.

Their project progress has been visualized so far. She decides to 
look through it and try to understand visually the work and time 
she has put in to it and what might have gone wrong. Later, she 
also shows it to people around her to explain the team’s actions 
since it is too much information to explain only with words.

The above scenarios represent the potential outcomes of the visualisation from the 
perspective of the users rather than how it looks or functions. They are purposely 
quite naïve since they are data-ignorant as well as implementation-blind. For 
example, there was no possibility to have detailed information of the pilot actions’ 
first meetings as described in ‘Scenario 1: Information Structure’. Also, in ‘Scenario 
5: Fast Understanding’, the real-time and saved progress of Meg’s project was never 
really considered as a possibility due to time and resource restraints. Nevertheless, 
they approach what I believed an ‘ideal’ ArtovaModel visualisation could do for its 
users, at that stage in the design process. 

Impact on design

By creating scenarios where the visualisation is a black box, I could generate some 
more general conclusions. For example it became apparent that the visualisation 
should be able to respond to different users with the information that would be 
relevant to them in each case. More specifically, and as seen in the scenarios, the 
ArtovaModel visualisation should:

 » Provide to actions just starting to form, easily accessible infor-
mation that is well structured. 

 » Motivate the newly formed teams and let them understand 
some underlying principles of past collective actions such as 
practices in first meetings.

 » Act as a knowledge pool, so as mistakes and best practices are 
avoided, repeated or plainly acknowledged by other collective 
actions.

 » Allow filtering and excluding of irrelevant information — 
avoiding information noise. 

 » Accommodate comparison between past projects to see 
common grounds and important differences.

 » Aid in decision-making for specific situations such as planning.
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 » Be used to present current collective actions to themselves or 
to share with the public.

Understanding this separation in users and uses, inspired me to follow the ‘overview’, 
‘zoom and filter’ and ‘details-on-demand’ mantra (Shneiderman, 1996), and to separate 
the levels of interaction and engagement of the users to several views. These views, as 
seen in Table 3, were made to suit three different user types and eventually included 
the four component visualisations mentioned in Chapter 2.

Research phase outcomes
In visualisation terms, and more specifically based on the nested model of visualiza-
tion design (Munzner, 2009), this stage includes the threat of wrongful identification 
of the problem. In order to identify the potential tasks and aims of the ArtovaModel 
visualisation, similarly to what Munzner proposes, I observed and interviewed the 
domain experts and some users. Not all these tasks were eventually designed for in 
the final visualisation. However, they inspired the overall aims of the ArtovaModel 
visualisation, when reflecting on them in combination with the interviews and the 
available data. In particular, through the ArtovaModel visualisation we aim to:

 » Explain what the Artova association might do differently than 
other collective actions in order to promote pleasurable collective 
actions.

 » Tell the story of the Artova pilot projects — indicate the team’s 
satisfaction.

 » Show how the ArtovaModel might affect or relate to other 
collective actions.

These aims, derived from identifying three central stakeholders in this degree project 
(excluding myself ). They are: 

(1) The Artova neighborhood association, 

(2) The pilot collective actions, and

(3) Other collective actions and neighborhood associations. 

Concluding the research activities, I had a more clear idea of what I should be look-
ing for, what data would have to be gathered to fulfill these aims and a general direc-
tion for the design process. 
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The ArtovaModel  
visualisation should Possible users Component 

visualisations

Provide easily accessible  
information that is well 
structured.

New collective actions  
and neighborhood  
associations (3),  
Artova (1)

Overview,  
Pilot project timelines

Motivate the newly formed 
teams and let them  
understand some underlying 
principles of past collective 
actions

New collective actions  
and neighborhood  
associations (3),  
Artova (1)

Overview,  
Pilot project timelines, 

Self-relfection  
questions

Act as a knowledge pool, 
showing mistakes and  
best practices

New collective actions  
and neighborhood  
associations (3),  
Artova (1)

Overview,  
Pilot project timelines, 

Accommodate comparison 
between past projects

Pilot projects (2),  
Artova (1)

Pilot project  
visualisation, 

Aid in decision-making
New collective actions  
and neighborhood  
associations (3) 

Self-relfection  
questions

Be used to present collective 
actions to others

New collective actions  
and neighborhood  
associations (3),  
Pilot projects (2) 

Overview,  
Pilot project vis.,  

Self-relfection  
questions

Table 3 Possible uses of the ArtovaModel visualisation mapped to the users 
and final component visualisations.
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4.3 Content
The content stage includes those activities whose aim was to explore the ‘raw’ data, 
analyze them, find relevant relations as well as give structure. In short, they are the 
steps between the ‘raw’ data and the compilation of the ArtovaModel. Referring back 
to the theoretical framework, the content stage includes activities that aim to:

 » Create abstractions of data and operations – second step in the 
Munzner’s model (2009).

 » Clarify and structure the story to be told – based on Segel and 
Heer (2010). 

 » Create information and knowledge from data – based on the 
DIWK continuum from Section 3.4.

 » Refine and gather missing data.

For the most part, the steps that lead to the documentation of the ArtovaModel were 
done by Avanto. Avanto, more experienced on analyzing social systems, conducted 
interviews with other collective actions in Artova as well as external parties. I have 
therefore only included here some activities that were initiated by me in relation to 
the visualisation aims. In the following sections I will describe these activities in more 
detail and discuss their outcome and importance for the design of the ArtovaModel 
visualisation. 

Figure 25 Motivation during the projects process – drawn by the members of the actions  
(a) Design Dog Park (b) Artova Kino (c) Artova Film Festival (d) My House Arabia  
(e) (next page) Edible Arabia

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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Drawing motivational qualities
The combination of the interviews and blog-posts were put in a draft sequence of 
events (a timeline) that was then crystalized and used as a primary data source for 
analysis by Avanto. However, as these interviews and blog-posts were abstracted to 
events, they became less personal. One of the aims of this visualisation, as shown 
from the research activities, was to reflect the motivation of the teams during their 
process. 

Hence, I asked Avanto during their interviews with the pilot teams, to gather by 
drawing the fluctuation of team’s motivation throughout their action. This participa-
tory research technique gave results that varied depending on the participant. The 
differences can be seen in the Figures 26a and 26b comparing the Design Dog Park 
drawing of their motivation to the Artova Kino one. Another problem with the 
teams drawing their motivation was that they did not have the same scale or reference 
points with other actions as seen in the differences between the My House Arabia 
and Edible Arabia drawings (Figures 26d and 26e). 

Therefore, I sent separately to the team members of each action their project timeline 
and asked them to rate their motivation for each event. They were asked24 to fill a 
number between 5 (‘I’m really enjoying what we are doing’) to -5 (‘this project feels 
like a burden’), with 0 meaning that the event had no effect on them. This approach 
seemed to work much better for them; especially since I had already introduced them 
to more visual clues as to where their rating was going to be used and its importance 
in the visualisation. Finally I combined these individual self-ratings to a group rating 
by averaging25. 

24  The introduction explaining to the team members how to rate their motivation can be 
found in Appendix C.
25  Altogether motivation was gathered from the core groups of: Artova Kino (3 members), 
Arabia Street Festival (4 members), My House Arabia (1 member), Design Dog Park (3 
members), Edible Arabia (2 members) and Artova Film Festival (3 members).

(e)
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Impact on design

Including the motivation of the teams in the final visualisation was one of the ways 
to highlight the individual stories in the ArtovaModel visualisation and therefore 
make it more relatable. The hypothesis when asking them to self-rate their motiva-
tion was that it would change depending on the type of event as well as the stage in 
the process. For example, I (wrongfully) assumed they might follow a similar pattern 
to organizational effort through stages in the project lifecycle (Figure 27).  Also, I 
wanted to see for example if events that deal with partnerships with the city such as 
permits would be less pleasant than, say, meetings. 

Obviously these ratings were subjective and inaccurate since the motivation was rated 
in view of the results of each action and was also averaged to the level of the team. 
Therefore, for the most part the hypothesis that had started this inquiry did not seem 
relevant anymore. Moreover these types of results (for example comparing to project 
management methods) would most likely not add extra value. 

Nevertheless, these ratings were included in the ArtovaModel visualisation, so as 
to show the existence (if not the specifics) of the team’s motivation fluctuation of 
throughout the course of a project. In short, it was considered a communication 
point between experienced and novice collective actions (as discovered from the 
scenarios of the research phase). In light of the results I believe it to be a key element 
in the ArtovaModel visualisation.

Exploring the data
As a way to understand the data that we have collected and that would form the 
ArtovaModel, as well as to explore different views that the final visualisation could 
have, I started rearranging the timelines events by theme, time or pilot action. These 
explorations have not been used in the compilation of ArtovaModel as such, however 
they did help, later on, to identify a few topics that were underrepresented in the 
ArtovaModel report (such as the consistency in all the pilot projects to have a high-
quality visual identity and materials – Figure 28). 

Total
Effort Concept Planning Execution Transfer

Time
Figure 26 Project Management Lifecycle compared to organizational effort.  
Adapted from Max Wideman (2001)
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In order to abstract themes from the timelines, I used a process similar to the themat-
ic network analysis (Attride-Stirling, 2001) as described in Section 3.4. I did this 
manually, by attaching each event description to a post-it and separating between the 
collective actions based on the post-it color as seen Figure 29. 

After generating the themes, I started comparing how many events from all pilot 
actions are concerned with a specific theme for example ‘interaction with the city’. I 
also looked for which themes are more common in each pilot project and if they are 
representative of the project based on the interviews I had conducted and the blog 
posts. I also (unsuccessfully) tried to see if some themes occur sooner or later in the 
process of all the pilot projects. 

Impact on design

These explorations happened quite early on in the process, when the timelines were 
not yet finalized. In addition, the themes that appeared from my analysis were 
uneven – for example the ‘Interaction with the city’ and ‘Decisions’ themes are 
certainly not mutually exclusive. Therefore most of these groupings did not give 
a real story of the data. Nevertheless, thematic grouping seemed to be an interest-
ing approach to compare the pilot actions between them as well as to identify with 
what each pilot action spent most of their time. This exploration led to the idea that 
each event should be tagged to the themes (later called factors) it deals with from 
ArtovaModel so as to allow the visualisation user for such explorations as well.

The same process was later repeated with the final factors/themes related to the 
complete timelines of each project. The results, which were initially in the form of 

Figure 27 Visual material for My House Ara-
bia event – locations that are part of the event.  
Map and visual design by Tero Juuti (2012).

Figure 28 Exploring the data through 
post-its. Grouping by appearing themes.
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frequencies and percentages, were later combined in a draft visualisation (Figure 30). 
The draft visualisation was presented to the pilot actions, in an informal feedback 
session including members from all teams, to see how much they found it interesting 
or representative of their action. 

The representation seen in Figure 30 attracted the most conversation out of those I 
had included, and the teams started comparing their projects to those of their peers 
and talking about what had dominated (or not) their attention. The form of this 
draft visualisation was later changed, however this view of the data was included in 
the ArtovaModel visualisation in hope of yielding same results.

Encouraging self-reflection
Showing how the ArtovaModel relates to or affects other collective actions was part 
of the original goals of the visualisation. However, with the completion of Avanto’s 
report on the ArtovaModel, it became evident that the ArtovaModel was overload-
ing with information and was therefore becoming harder to relate to – especially 
from collective actions outside Artova. Inspired by the self-documenting practices 
discussed in the Section 4.2 under Collective (Design) Probes, I wanted to encourage 
self-reflection on the key issues addressed in the ArtovaModel. 

As a result, I formulated, with the help of Janne Kareinen, a series of 27 questions 
that are based on the ArtovaModel and that could be presented to people interested 
in collective actions but that are unfamiliar with Artova practices. The value of these 
questions was not to distill right answers from the people, it was more to help the 
person answering to focus his or her attention to aspects of the action the group 
might not have considered. For example, based on the ArtovaModel sub-factor 
‘Decision-making and sharing responsibilities’ the following question arose:

Does everyone in the group know their responsibility area?

i.e. Try this example. Think of a task: “Informing the newspa-
per X for the event”. In your current settings who would be 
assigned to do that? Is it clear and immediate? If not then 
maybe your roles are a bit intertwined which might cause 
confusion in the group dynamics.

  No, we improvise as things come up.
  They are defined but not completely.
  Yes, the roles are well defined

Even if the purpose was self-reflection, they were still given three options to answer 
just like a questionnaire so as not to make the questions seem too open and time 
consuming. All together, the questions covered the main learnings of the Artova prac-
tices divided into five parts and varying sub-parts, one for each ArtovaModel factor 
and sub-factor accordingly. The full list of questions and recommendations, as they 
were formatted, is included in Appendix B.
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Impact on design

Artova started using these self-reflection questions with groups26, even before the 
visualisation was completed. The feedback was positive27 and we therefore decided 
to include them in the ArtovaModel visualisation with some modifications on their 
wording. Eventually these questions become the second level in the ArtovaModel 
visualisation interface, conveniently named Self-reflection Questions and have their 
own component visualisation, the self-reflection visualisation that I discuss in the 
Section 4.4. 

Content phase outcomes
The content phase was concluded with an approximately 60-page report describ-
ing the ArtovaModel, six pilot action timelines with their motivation on each event 
and 27 self-reflection questions; all of which were both in Finnish and English. 
Everything else except the collection of Artova’s practices (the ArtovaModel) was 
gathered (or compiled) for the sole purpose of the ArtovaModel visualisation. 
Gathering and crosschecking this data was a long collaborative process spreading 
over four months, and it still needed to be structured and re-worded to become 
more accessible to people unfamiliar with Artova. Nevertheless, the aims set by the 
research phase could not have been possible without this process. To be more specific, 
I present in the following page the original aims of the visualisation next to the gath-
ered information concerning them.

26  They used them with similar neighborhood actions in Estonia as well as some newly 
formed Artova teams in Helsinki.
27  Unfortunately I have only received it through Artova and not first-hand.

AFF

visiongroup partnerships personal 
resources

external 
communications

MHA

visiongroup partnerships personal 
resources

external 
communications

ASF

visiongroup partnerships personal 
resources

external 
communications

More emphasis 
on the group?

All projects visualised

DDP

visiongroup partnerships personal 
resources

external 
communications

EA

visiongroup partnerships personal 
resources

external 
communications

AK

visiongroup partnerships personal 
resources

external 
communications

More emphasis 
on the 

partnerships?

All projects visualised

Figure 29 Fast visual representation of the pilot projects and their corresponding data.  
Used in feedback session with pilot actions on 27/5/2013.
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(1) Explain what the Artova association might do differently than other 
collective actions in order to promote pleasurable collective actions.

The five ArtovaModel factors and their descriptions, divided 
into sub-factors containing more specific information and 
linked to examples from the pilot project events. The differ-
ences with other project work are highlighted in the descrip-
tions of the factors and sub-factors. (Appendix A)

(2) Tell the story of the Artova pilot projects — indicate the team’s 
satisfaction.

The story of each action is visible in a series of events which 
include a description of what took place, the team’s motiva-
tion at that time and quotes from the blog posts or interviews 
about it. These events are tagged with the ArtovaModel 
factors. 

(3) Show how the ArtovaModel might affect or relate to other collective 
actions.

We compiled 27 questions based on the ArtovaModel factors 
so as to make other actions reflect or compare their practices 
with those of Artova. (Appendix B)

The data abstraction layer in Munzner’s nested model has the risk that ‘chosen 
operations and data types do not solve the characterized problems of the target audience’ 
(Munzner, 2009, p. 923). She proposes testing on target users at the time of design, 
or documenting usage after deployment, as a way to identify the designer’s misinter-
pretations. The data abstraction in the ArtovaModel visualisation case was tested at 
the time of design not after deployment and for each operation (aim) separately. 

The ArtovaModel compilation and its related artifacts (the sub-factors, the examples 
and descriptions and their in-between relations) were shown to (and later edited by) 
two Artova board members and well as the Artova coordinators. This seemed relevant 
since all four individuals were very familiar with Artova’s practices and could easily 
recognize mistakes, omissions or wrongful relations in the abstraction. 

In addition, the timelines and their tagging based on ArtovaModel factors were 
shown to the pilot project teams in a feedback session. Through this feedback session, 
as mentioned in the Section 4.3 under Exploring the data, I realized that the approach 
chosen to present the pilot projects was successful in engaging the teams in discus-
sion. Lastly, the self-reflection questions were handed out and tested by Artova on 
other collective actions both in Finland and Estonia, and their responses were  
also positive. 
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4.4 Form
The form phase is the final part before developing and ultimately launching the 
ArtovaModel visualisation in September 2013. Overall it includes activities  
that relate to:

 » Encoding and designing interactions – from Munzner’s nested 
model (Munzner, 2009).

 » Telling the story – based on Segel and Heer (2010).

 » Communicate the information. 

 » Designing the online environment (the context).

The main method used in this phase was exploratory sketching combined with 
frequent unstructured sessions with Artova. I had already begun exploring visual 
representations soon after the aims of the visualisation were formulated and in paral-
lel with the content related activities. Therefore, since the content was not complete, 
the sketches from the early stages of the form phase are using arbitrary entities and 
data. In time, and as the ArtovaModel was taking shape, the sketches and their data 
became more accurate. I have divided the form phase to three parts. The first part 
discusses the design of the component visualisations, followed by their integration to 
create the whole ArtovaModel visualisation. Lastly I will discuss briefly about design-
ing their context (the artovamodel.fi website). 

Designing the component visualisations
To reflect the values of collective actions I decided to use computer-generated graph-
ics that can be adopted, modified and augmented more easily compared to closed 
formats such as images, which don’t allow extension. Therefore, these explorations 
were focused on forms that could be run-time28 generated and allow for user explora-
tion through interactivity. 

At this stage, I was comparing various visualisation forms and reflecting on their 
meaning based on the Gestalt laws mentioned in the theoretical framework, as well 
as their representative value of collective action activities in general. I narrowed the 
explorations to visualisation formats that are supportive of qualitative data excluding 
for example most charts and plots. Knowing the nature of the data, I mostly focused 
on visualisations that show relations between entities and emphasize structure. I felt 
that emphasizing the relations was important for understanding abstract entities such 
as the ArtovaModel factors and that structure would possibly lead to memorability.

28  Run-time refers to a computer program’s lifecycle when the code is actually being execut-
ed. In this context, I am referring to the ability of forms to be generated by code – through 
an algorithm (a sequence of steps). This would mean that the ‘data’ that the algorithm 
uses, in this case the ArtovaModel factors, their descriptions and even their relations, could 
change but the pattern (the algorithm) of how to generate the form would remain the same. 
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Designing the overview visualisation

The overview visualisation would be the central part of the ArtovaModel visualisation, 
and would set the tone for the other component visualisations as well; therefore creat-
ing it took more time and effort than the others. It had to represent the ArtovaModel 
report, including all its factors and sub-factors. As well as ‘explain what the Artova 
association might do differently than other collective actions to promote pleasurable collec-
tive actions’ as mentioned in the research phase. 

It had to have clear structure without giving false impressions yet at the same time 
accommodate the quite long (in visualisation and user interface terms) textual 
descriptions. The sketches I made can be divided into the types of forms they are 
based on and they are discussed for their strong and weak points. 

Tag clouds or word clouds are often used for qualitative data because they represent 
the frequency of appearance of certain words or themes in a text by changing the 
color, font-size or position accordingly. They are used for example to identify themes 
of political speeches (see Figure 33) but also as a navigation technique in websites. 

Tag clouds are an efficient way for a user to get an immediate overview over large 
amounts of text. Some of their proposed variations such as SparkClouds (Lee, Riche, 
Karlson, & Carpendale, 2010), Parallel Tag Clouds (Collins, Viegas, & Wattenberg, 
2009) and prefix tag clouds (Burch, Lohmann, Pompe, & Weiskopf, 2013) enhance 
the traditional tag cloud’s shortcomings to give the user a more complete view of 
the textual data29. Nevertheless, tag clouds alone are not good for showing structure 
or relations between entities and thus, occlude the story of the text (the data); often 
leaving the users to fill the gaps of the narrative based on their own preconceptions 
on the subject. I therefore did not consider them as a good representational form for 
the ArtovaModel visualisation.

Chord diagrams (Figure 32) are a popular method in the data visualisation field to 
show inter-relations of data often grouped into categories. They are aesthetically 
pleasing and allow for large amounts of data to be shown in one diagram30, often 
highlighting their relations when hovering or clicking with an input device. I consid-
ered using chord diagrams to represent the ArtovaModel overall visualisation (image 
XB). However I rejected the idea because of the complexity to read through all the 
content as in the example of the Flare code imports above. Also the value of chord 

29 SparkClouds include the trend of the topic in the tag cloud through time (each tag’s 
sparkline). Parallel tag clouds combine tag cloud frequency methods with the layout of 
parallel coordinate diagrams to favor comparison between different bodies of text. Prefix 
tag clouds group tags together that derive from the same term and therefore possibly having 
the same meaning. For example ‘visualising’ and ‘visualisation’ would be grouped under the 
same tag.    
30 Also when combined with the hierarchical edge bundling method (Holten, 2006) as in 
Figure 32 to bundle adjacency edges together, the results are beautiful and the relations more 
understandable.
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Figure 30 Tag cloud 
and chord diagram ideas 
/ sketches for the Arto-
vaModel visualisation.

Figure 31 Visualising 
code dependencies and 
imports of software 
Flare. Chord diagram 
using hierarchical edge 
bundling. (created with 
d3.js, Mike Bosctock)

Figure 32 Word cloud 
comparison of two State 
of the Union speeches 
by two U.S. presidents, 
by Pyrsmis generated by 
TagCrowd.com
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diagrams arises when dealing with large amounts of inter-related data; making it a 
superfluous method for the ArtovaModel case.

Graph diagrams are a very open approach to represent relations between entities. 
Generally, in a graph, the entities are represented as nodes (often by abstract shapes 
such as circles or squares) and their relations by lines. This is using the perception 
principle of connectedness (Palmer & Rock, 1994), where objects that are connected 
in a line appear to be more related (than others not sharing that line). Also, following 
the Gestalt principle of similarity, nodes in graphs can be grouped to similar entities 
based on for example their shape and color. Chord diagrams mentioned above are 
also a specialized form of graph. 

I therefore created more simple representations of the ArtovaModel factors (the 
nodes) to explore other ways of utilizing graph’s relational ability. I had foreseen that 
the ArtovaModel factors (which were not ready at that time) might contain more 
complex relations than just from factor to sub-factor. This was not the case, therefore 
some of the sketches (for example Figures 34a and 34b) did not make sense with the 
final data and were rejected. The final decisions for the remaining ones (for example 
to only show sub-factors when the factor is clicked) were based on reasons of text 
legibility, to avoid visual clutter and aesthetics. 

I represented all the nodes with circles31, to show that the ArtovaModel factors were 
of similar abstract entities and separated their subjects by color and title. The colors 
were chosen from different hues (variations of red, blue, green, yellow and purple) so 
as to be perceived as distinct. 

In addition, the five ArtovaModel factors in the overview visualisation were placed 
in a symmetric circular way around the main node, so as to reflect that they had 
no organizational structure between them, for example they are not hierarchical or 
sequential.

In the overview visualisation, by clicking on an ArtovaModel factor of the graph, the 
user is presented with the analysis from the ArtovaModel report of Artova’s practices. 
This way the 60-page text report is broken up into pieces that appear only under the 
user’s instruction. Therefore, the graph acts somehow like a visually structured navi-
gation menu (similarly to how tag clouds are occasionally used in websites). 

Designing the (pilot) project visualisations

The decision to make a separate (pilot) project visualisation arose after the interest to 
compare the pilot projects to each other. I therefore started to look into visualisation 
forms that enable immediate comparison over multiple aspects. 

31 These nodes are in effect glyphs used to represent multivariate data as  
Ware (2004, p. 176) discusses.
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Figure 33 Sketches of graphs for 
an overview of the ArtovaModel, 
(a) organisation-style graph  
(b) A dynamic circular graph  
(c) star-like graph

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 34 Left: The overview 
visualisation final representation.
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Parallel coordinates (Inselberg, 1985), which can visualise effectively multivariate 
datasets32, are hard to understand and extract meaning from for non-expert or unfa-
miliar users. Also, as Robert Kosara mentions in his online introduction to parallel 
coordinates (Kosara, 2010) they are most useful for at least moderately sized datasets 
therefore they did not offer much insight for comparing six projects.

Radar graphs, also called spider charts (Figure 37), are another way of visually repre-
senting multivariate datasets. Each dimension of the graph represents one quality on 
which you can access a given dataset or problem. They are used for comparing similar 
entities on the same properties. For example to compare between car models based 
on fuel consumption, acceleration, size and price. 

Still, in order for these qualities to be comparable, their properties have to be quanti-
fiable. For example to access how an Artova pilot action was more effective in exter-
nal communications than another action would imply a quantification of (successful) 
communication; which is neither possible nor desirable in the ArtovaModel. This 
realization made me reject the ideas shown in Figure 36.

Since I still wanted to compare between the pilot projects, it soon became obvi-
ous that they could only be compared in their relation to the ArtovaModel factors. 
Therefore I was able to quantify how much a factor was evident in the timeline of 
a pilot project by counting the frequency of the factor in the events (their tags as 
mentioned above). In the final (pilot) project visualisation, seen in Figure 40, the 
colors of the diagram dimensions were consistent with the overall visualisation color-
ing to show that they are based on the same factors; based on nominal pseudocolor 
sequences (cf. Ware, 2004, p. 128).

The ArtovaModel factors are aspects that have been evident in the pilot projects both 
as positive and negative; for example both the following excerpts are of events tagged 
under Group:

‘The group had some problems with communications. This was 
due to not having decided on a main communications channel. 
There were some personnel changes in partners. Also the group 
had some problems with finding a place for the newly joined 
members
(‘The third season of Artova Kino’ event, Artova Kino action, Fall 2012) 

‘An urban gardening board was created to support the project 
activities and share responsibilities. The board consisted of 
active volunteers and was headed by the volunteer project 
manager. The creation of the board was suggested by Artovan 

32 For example in the ArtovaModel pilot projects, we wanted to be able to compare the 
six actions based on the five ArtovaModel factors (group, partnerships, personal resources, 
external communications and vision) both individually and collectively.
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Figure 35 Rejected sketches of 
presentation of projects based on 
undetermined factors at that time.

Figure 36 An example radar 
chart: Comparing Arsenal  
Midfielders, Ted Knutson (2014)

Figure 37 Rejected ideas of over-
laying the project visualisations to 
allow for comparison
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Henki. The board members usually met at the plot to discuss 
project issues and divide tasks as needed.’
(‘Urban gardening board’ event, Edible Arabia action, June 2011) 

The aim of the ArtovaModel visualisation was therefore not to distinguish between 
good or bad projects but just to show their different nature. In order to avoid this 
comparison to an ‘ideal’ action I rejected some of the sketches where the pilot actions 
were overlayed on top of each other (see Figure 38). Finally, to highlight their differ-
ent nature but still give the possibility of comparison I aligned the (pilot) project 
visualisations as small multiples (cf. Tufte, 1990) shown in Figure 39. 

Designing the (pilot) project timeline visualisations

The story of the pilot projects was visible in the sequence of events that constituted 
their project. Time, type of event and team’s motivation are the main parameters 
of this component visualisation. Initially, before the content phase was over, I had 
the idea of separating the types of events (such as partnerships and group meetings) 
through icons as seen in Figure 41 – similarly to the way that the Collective Action 
Toolkit (Frog Design, 2013) divide the action plan to type of activities. However this 
was not used after all for several reasons. Firstly the events were divided in a way that 
they included more than one ‘event type’ at the same time. This is the result of creat-
ing these timelines after the events had actually taken place – therefore the exact dates 
were not available. Secondly, the use of icons would bring a new level of encoding in 
the already full-of-information visualisation. Thirdly and most importantly, it seemed 
more interesting for storytelling purposes to connect the (pilot) project visualisation, 
the overview visualisation and the timeline visualisation through color without over 
complicating the relations.

Therefore in the final sketches, the ‘types’ of events that took place were correlated to 
the ArtovaModel factors instead of having their own categorization. And since the 
(pilot) project visualisations were using the same categorization, it was much easier 
to get an immediate view on the dispersion of the ArtovaModel factors in a specific 
pilot action through time (Figure 43).

Time was also a parameter that varied considerably throughout the pilot actions. 
Some had events spread out in a period of a year whereas others were still continuing 
after five years. It therefore became apparent that it was preferable to keep the events 
in an abstracted sequence. 

To avoid the feeling of precise measurements, the team’s motivation in the diagram 
was not given visual reference values (such as ticks on an axis). And since the motiva-
tion was sampled at an event level it was not interpolated to a continuous curve (as 
the sketches in Figure X show) but kept as discrete to avoid major inaccuracies for 
example about the motivation of the period between the events. 

Lastly, the idea of showing the timeline vertically with time increasing as the user 
scrolls downwards was rejected since this would prohibit synchronous viewing of all 
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Figure 38 Top: Cho-
sen method to allow for 
comparison

Figure 39 Left: Final 
pilot project visualisation. 
(Artova Film Festival)

Figure 40 Bottom: 
Using icons based on 
the type of events in the 
timelines (rejected).

Paper Sketches 2
ICONS 
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Figure 41 Rejected ideas to show 
the motivation of the pilot projects 
through time.

Figure 42 Showing correlation between the project visualisation and the  
timeline. The factor ‘Partnerships’ is selected of Artova Film Festival and it  
highlights all the partnerships events in the timeline (red colour).
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the events referring to one factor. Also positive and negative values (here of motiva-
tion) are more commonly represented and conventionally understood when shown 
over-and-under a line rather than left-and-right of it.

Designing the self-reflection visualisation

The self-reflection visualisation is the fourth and final component visualisation in the 
ArtovaModel. It was created to give visual feedback based on the user’s answers in the 
self-reflective questions. Unlike the other component visualisations, which use pre-
gathered data, the reflection visualisation changes depending on ‘live’ data gathered 
online through the self-reflection questions. 

The questions were divided into the five thematic parts, according to the five factors 
of the ArtovaModel. Therefore it was possible to create a visual correlation between 
the factors in the overall visualisation and the (pilot) project visualisation with the self-
reflection responses. However, the data collection and quantification of their values 
was different. The (pilot) project visualisation counted frequencies of factors in events, 
whereas the self-reflection visualisation was a simplified point system. The answers for 
the point system were following the pattern of ‘yes – a lot’, ‘maybe – a little bit’ and 
‘no – not at all’ and depending on the question they would score 1, ½ or 0 points 
accordingly. So a direct correlation between the pilot projects and the self-reflection 
of current actions was not possible through this data.

To overcome this, the self-reflection visualisation would have to have a different vari-
ation in its form to show the changes of the answers. I decided not to completely 
change its form and keep the visualisation in the style of the star diagram changing 
only some other part of it as seen in Figure 44. 

In the end, to give more attention to visualising the answers than trying to show 
the structure – which I considered as irrelevant here – I decided to keep the factor-
circles independently. The point system of the answers would affect the area of the 
five factor-level circles33 and their according sub-circles (sub-factors). Moreover, the 
circles were colored in the same pattern as the overall visualisation. The area of the 
circles (representing the answers) had to be comparable between a maximum and 
minimum point representing the ‘ideal’ circle – reached when all the questions and 
sub-questions received 1 point. This reference ‘ideal’ circle was shown with opacity in 
the background.

The five groupings of the questions were independent – meaning that each had its 
own point system that did not affect the other factors. I chose them to be independ-
ent in order for the answering action members to only visualise aspects of their 

33  As a note: I was aware of the recommendation against comparisons through areas in a 
circle because of the difference between perceived and actual area (Tufte, 1983). However, 
when dealing with qualitative data and a lot of uncertainty in the answers, I considered it 
– at that time – a better practice for the visualisation to continue the ambiguity of the data 
instead of present it so it seems precise or not even visualise it at all.  
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Question Visualisation

YOUR
PROJECT

The size of the filled circle represents 
the “points” for each factor

Figure 43 Variations considered for self-reflection visualisation.  
(a) the connected factor-circles would change in area (b) the factor-
circles would be independent, and change the area accordingly.

projects they see as relevant – and not have to go through all the questions in a 
row. However, when completing all the 27 questions, the users are presented with 
their personal visualisation concerning their collective action as inspired by the 
ArtovaModel. In this personal visualisation, the actions are called to identify if it 
seems balanced throughout the five factors of the ArtovaModel by comparing the 
circles. 

An example of a personal visualisation from the self-reflection questions, can be seen in 
Figure 45. Figure 45 can be read as the team that answered the questions are group-
dependent instead of handing too many responsibilities to one person (since the 
green circle representing ‘Personal Resources’ is almost full), and they probably have 
not spent much time presenting their action to the public (since the purple circle 
representing ‘External Communications’ is quite small).

Gluing together the ArtovaModel visualisation
After finishing the designs of the component visualisations it was necessary to create 
the appropriate layout to present them so that they interact in the most natural way 
and they communicate the story smoothly and coherently. I had considered the 
possible combinations of the different views of the ArtovaModel visualisation early 
on in the form phase, for example by combining the pilot projects in the overall 
visualisation as seen in the sketch in Figure 46. However this idea was not continued 
further after reflecting on the aims of the ArtovaModel visualisation, since by mixing 
the pilot actions (the examples) and the derived data, a clear structure of collective 
action practices would not be clear. 

After identifying the stakeholders of the ArtovaModel visualisation and speculat-
ing about their most probable tasks, I divided the user interface into the three levels 
mentioned in the Section 2.4 The ArtovaModel Visualisation levels. Each level includ-
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Examples:

The Artova Model 

My House Arabia Arabia Street Festival Edible Ararianranta Artova Film Festival Artova Kino Make your 

own!

+

Make your 

own!

+

Design Dog Park

The management of the vision refers to the group’s ability to adapt to changing circum-
stances, set-backs, and arising opportunities throughout the process. It also refers to 
the need to incorporate new ideas in the vision during the process. It is rare for a vision 
to remain exactly the same from beginning to end. Unexpected things always happen 
along the way, be they opportunities or obstacles.

Artova gives out as advice to do as much as you want to. There are no expectations 
other than the participants wants. So this in some teams, due to their flexibility ( but 
also availability / motivation) meant that their project ended up much bigger than antici-
pated. But of course it has also happened in the opposite manner: teams with time 
constrains and significant obstacles, ended up scaling down to their possibilities.
It is important to understand that the focus is not on the project / result but on the 
people making it.

This means that the projects are kept open to be influenced. New people added to the 
group get the opportunity to also shape the project in their way. This also applies to the 
partners! ( See Partnerships for more info).

Creating the Vision Keep it Open!

Arabia Street Festival Design Dog Park My House Arabia

In the Spirit of Artova model, the vision 
is incorporated in the projects right 
from the beginning and in most of the 
projects, it has resulted in success.

A vision is the wide aim that each 
group sets to be achieved in a project. 
It refers to envisioning not only the end 
result but also the wider aspired effects 
of the process.
Vision should not be confused with the 
term goal, since goal refers to the con-
crete outcome of the project. Vision 
encompasses the goal or goals but 
also larger, more abstract matters.

What is Vision?

see more examples of how vision 
has altered and managed in the 
example projects:

Visualize your vision

Make your 

own!

+

The management of the vision refers to the group’s ability to adapt to changing circum-
stances, set-backs, and arising opportunities throughout the process. It also refers to 
the need to incorporate new ideas in the vision during the process. It is rare for a vision 
to remain exactly the same from beginning to end. Unexpected things always happen 
along the way, be they opportunities or obstacles.

Artova gives out as advice to do as much as you want to. There are no expectations 
other than the participants wants. So this in some teams, due to their flexibility ( but 
also availability / motivation) meant that their project ended up much bigger than antici-
pated. But of course it has also happened in the opposite manner: teams with time 
constrains and significant obstacles, ended up scaling down to their possibilities.
It is important to understand that the focus is not on the project / result but on the 
people making it.

This means that the projects are kept open to be influenced. New people added to the 
group get the opportunity to also shape the project in their way. This also applies to the 
partners! ( See Partnerships for more info).

Vision Management
Keep it Open!

Arabia Street Festival Design Dog Park My House Arabia

see more examples of how vision 
has altered and managed in the 
example projects:

Visualize your vision

Make your 

own!

+

The management of the vision refers to the group’s ability to adapt to changing circum-
stances, set-backs, and arising opportunities throughout the process. It also refers to 
the need to incorporate new ideas in the vision during the process. It is rare for a vision 
to remain exactly the same from beginning to end. Unexpected things always happen 
along the way, be they opportunities or obstacles.

Artova gives out as advice to do as much as you want to. There are no expectations 
other than the participants wants. So this in some teams, due to their flexibility ( but 
also availability / motivation) meant that their project ended up much bigger than antici-
pated. But of course it has also happened in the opposite manner: teams with time 
constrains and significant obstacles, ended up scaling down to their possibilities.
It is important to understand that the focus is not on the project / result but on the 
people making it.

This means that the projects are kept open to be influenced. New people added to the 
group get the opportunity to also shape the project in their way. This also applies to the 
partners! ( See Partnerships for more info).

Fullfilment of vision Keep it Open!

Arabia Street Festival Design Dog Park My House Arabia

see more examples of how vision 
has altered and managed in the 
example projects:

Visualize your vision

hover

EXC

VISION

PR

PARTNERS GROUP

Examples:

Two events, Big Recycling Event and Big Street Art Event, have joined together to 
become Arabianranta Street Festival.
 
Arabianranta Street Festival is a unique combination of design, recycling, art, nature 
and co-operative activities. The event production behind the festival demonstrates an 
operation model that incorporates spontaneousness, autonomy, agility, and lightness. 
There are about 5000 visitors annually. Arabianranta Street Festival adds street art to 
the theme of recycling. In addition to items, we’re recycling also atmospheres, experi-
ences and stories. One aim of the WDC Helsinki 2012 year is to stimulate the interna-
tional co-operation in street art and recycling.

click

The Artova Model 

My House Arabia Arabia Street Festival Edible Ararianranta Artova Film Festival Artova Kino Make your 

own!

+
Design Dog Park

Arabia Street Festival

In numbers!
14-person team (producer, a spokesman for the residents, workers and students)
1 designer (graphic artist)
114 artists (video, dance, music ..)
26 pihakirpputoria
10 pop-up cafes
7 workshops focussing on
3 points for recycling
Remanufactured Design Bazar

In events!

Overall Satisfaction:
 VERY GOOD!

Two events, Big Recycling Event and 
Big Street Art Event, have joined 
together to become Arabianranta 
Street Festival.
 
Arabianranta Street Festival is a 
unique combination of design, recy-
cling, art, nature and co-operative 
activities. The event production 
behind the festival demonstrates an 
operation model that incorporates 
spontaneexperiences and stories. 
One aim of the WDC Helsinki 2012 
year is to stimulate the international 
co-operation in street art and recy-
cling.

EXC

VISION

PR

PARTNERS
GROUP

 VISION, GROUP, PERSONAL RESOURCES

12.04.2012. Meeting
The first group meeting was named ‘plans for the 
future’. The group started to shape the vision for 
the 2012 festival utilizing experiences from previ-
ous years as well as group and individual 
networks. The idea from the very beginning was 
to bring something new to the festival. Core roles 
and responsibilities were thought through. The 
group used intra-web for internal communica-
tion. All meeting memos, contact information 
and other important information were stored in 
the intra for the use of the 2012 festival group 
but also for future groups. The information is well 
organized so that information could be trans-
ferred effortlessly. 

”There was a clear concept, but it was stressed 
constantly, even when I first got involved, that it 
was changeable. It can be modified in any way. 
Then there is the freedom that the festival looks 
like its makers.”
 Pirita Viita-aho, producer of AFF 2012 
(interview). Translated from Finnish by Johannes 

” It is precisely because of voluntariness, those 
involved tend to take it more passionately than 
regular work. Positive about this passion is that 
the quest for the best possible outcome is at its 
peak and all are involved with their hearts not 
for the pay check. The negative side is that all 
are involved with their hearts and everyone has 
their own vision of what the end result should 
be.” Noora Lindroos, publicist (blog post).

VISION

GROUP

PERSONAL

RESOURCES

Figure 44 After answering the questions 
the teams are shown with an overview of 
their answers such as the one left. This 
overview is meant to help them recognise 
the aspects of their actions that might need 
attention (according to Artova’s practices)

Figure 46 Left: Initial layouts 
that were later rejected. Layout of 
overview visualisation and layout of 
project visualisation.

Figure 45 Top: Early sketches for 
ideas to combine the overview of the 
ArtovaModel and the pilot projects in 
the same visualisation.
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ed the information and component visualisations that seemed primarily relevant for 
those tasks. 

Moreover, on a cognitive level, the aim was to keep related information visible in a 
browser’s viewport simultaneously to accommodate for the visual working memory 
capacity (Ware, 2004). For example in the ArtovaModel level, I had initially consid-
ered to have all the descriptions of a factor and its sub factors visible at the same time 
(as seen in Figures 47) – this however meant that the webpage would grow in height 
and the user would loose sight of the overall visualisation while reading through 
the descriptions concerning it (therefore not allowing for a structural scale (Ware, 
2004)). Similarly, the (pilot) project timeline visualisation is visible when clicking on 
a factor in the (pilot) project visualisation so they communicate to tell the story of the 
ArtovaModel factors in the pilot actions.

The inter-level interactions happen for the most part starting from the ArtovaModel 
level; digging down to the details of its creation in the pilot actions (though the given 
examples) as well as going to the self-reflection questions (higher abstraction layers). 
The quotes in the timeline also link back to their origin – giving access to the ‘raw’ 
data.

Altogether, the ArtovaModel visualisation is optimized for exploration in many levels, 
starting from an overview of the model and continuing deeper into to its origins. The 
occlusion of irrelevant at the time information allows for less visual clutter or infor-
mation overload (Tufte, 1983; Shneiderman, 1996); it is achieved by utilizing the 
hyperlinked nature of dynamic online systems. 

Designing the context of the ArtovaModel visualisation 
Throughout this design process, even toward its end, I was still discovering new 
aspects of these actions; often making me re-think what needed to be included in the 
visualisation or how it could be used. Some of those ‘late’ realizations were added in 
the final visualisation, such as the self-reflection questions; however it was not possi-
ble to incorporate all. 

After discussing with Artova, we decided, instead of having a webpage including only 
the visualisation, to design a maintainable website dedicated to collective action prac-
tices and the ArtovaModel. The visualisation would therefore only be one part of this 
online space. The vision was to integrate other methods of collaboration in the same 
web-space such as commenting spaces, a blog and other similar research as well as the 
ArtovaModel visualisation.

This website came to be the artovamalli.fi (English light version: artovamodel.fi) and 
it is maintained by the Artova neighborhood association. The final version included 
all the original blog posts from the pilot actions as well as some of my recorded 
interviews from the research phase so as to allow for further research on the subject 
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by others34. It also included links to other resources (such as information about city 
permits, on how to get financing, examples of grant applications, digital tools for 
collaboration) as well as a blog where a discussion on the ArtovaModel practices 
could flourish through commenting. The original vision of creating an active node 
in the documentation of collective actions was never realized to the fullest, possibly 
because its design was not thought through as thoroughly as the actual ArtovaModel 
visualisation – due to lack of time.

Form phase outcomes
The form phase concluded with a series of sketches, layouts and interface designs 
for the ArtovaModel visualisation and the artomalli.fi website containing it. Some of 
these designs went on to be developed. The interactions between the elements were 
also decided before the development, however the small animations and movement 
between the views of the ArtovaModel visualisation were prototyped and decided 
upon during the developing process35. Reflecting on the aims of the visualisation that 
appeared in the research phase:    

(1) Explain what the Artova association might do differently to other 
collective actions in order to promote pleasurable collective actions.

An overview visualisation in the shape of a graph, whose 
nodes act as entry level points to the ArtovaModel report. 
The nodes contain the description of the Artova association’s 
practices and approaches divided into factors, including links 
to examples from real projects and self-reflection questions to 
understand them better.

(2) Tell the story of the Artova pilot projects — indicate the team’s 
satisfaction.

In three parts: firstly the stories of the pilot projects are shown 
all together for comparison, then individually each project 
is described first with a small description of their vision and 
outcome, then in facts and later in a project visualisation. 
The project visualisation was created to compare which 
ArtovaModel factors were more evident for that pilot project. 
Lastly the pilot action is shown through a timeline including 
their motivation and quotes at each event.

34  As mentioned in the Section 1.4 in the introduction of this thesis work, for reasons of 
transparency, the ArtovaModel visualisation also links to these blog posts and interviews 
through the quotes in the timeline visualisations. 
35  My web development skills and time constraints also posed limitations on the final deci-
sions on the animations and overall fluidity of the result.
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(3) Show how the ArtovaModel might affect or relate to other collective 
actions.

The self-reflection questions are online both as a printed 
version as well as in a questionnaire-form where the answers 
are visualised. The answers are visualised to give an overview 
of the aspects (in the collective actions) they might need 
to pay more attention to. The questions and later recom-
mendations are both based on Artova’s practices, namely the 
ArtovaModel.

The threat on the level of visual encoding and interaction in the nested visualisation 
design model (Munzner, 2009) is that the chosen encodings and interactions do 
not effectively communicate the abstractions (from the previous step) to the users. 
As validation methods, Munzner (2009) proposes formal and informal user studies 
measuring parameters such as the time needed and number of errors when perform-
ing a task with the visualisation36. However, she also recognizes the problem of 
needing an already implemented (functional) visualisation in order to conduct these 
studies. 

For the ArtovaModel visualisation, I did not conduct formal user tests, however the 
paper and digital sketches created were shown and discussed with the pilot actions in 
a feedback session as well as with Janne Kareinen and several other non-archetypal37 
users in informal settings. These discussions for example helped identify issues in the 
terminology and wording used in the ArtovaModel visualisation. 

4.5 Process Evaluation
In my opinion there are two types of threats for the ArtovaModel visualisation 
design. The first threat relates to the ArtovaModel visualisation as an interactive 
software tool that needs a user interface to do tasks; namely it includes problems such 
as misleading user interface design, poor structure or misspecified features. These 
threats are relatively easy to identify by testing specific tasks to people (not necessar-
ily archetypal users). An example of such a task would be to find the motivation of 
the team in the beginning of the Design Dog Park action – to check for usability. 
Another example to check the features of the visualisation is to see how a user would 
try to approach the interface to learn about a task of their own action.

36  There are other methods for testing interactive systems besides those Munzner (2009) 
proposes, such as paper prototyping (Snyder, 2003) and low-fidelity prototyping. These are 
prototypes that can be modified, augmented and later iterated swiftly based on user feed-
back. For more information on the use and comparison on the use of high and low-fidelity 
prototypes to discover usability issues see (Virzi, Sokolov, & Karis, 1996).
37 Archetypal users where (1) Artova members, (2) Artova collective actions and (2) other 
collective actions as discussed in the Section 4.2 Research phase outcomes.
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The second type of threat is related to the effective visual representation of the data-
set and more specifically how it communicates the information to the user. In the 
ArtovaModel case, the question would be how much of a good representation is the 
star-like graph of the ArtovaModel factors deriving from the ArtovaModel practices38.

To be able to come to some conclusions concerning these two threats, I sent out a 
series of questions to ten members of other collective actions in the Helsinki area. 
These questions were created and sent after the ArtovaModel visualisation had been 
developed; hence their purpose was to evaluate and learn rather than re-iterate the 
visualisation. I was not present when they were using the ArtovaModel visualisa-
tion, which limits the conclusions about usability to only those they articulated – 
excluding for example in-depth data about exploration paths for a task that becomes 
evident only when observing the users. However, this detached interaction could 
possibly allow for more honest feedback39.

The first part of the questions was asking these collective actions to use the 
ArtovaModel visualisation to find information about some task that they are current-
ly dealing with. They would continue to explain if they found it, how fast it was, if 
it described something they didn’t already know. I also included a rating of ‘easy to 
complicated’, ‘intuitive to confusing’ as well as ‘fun to boring’ concerning the use of 
the visualisation in that task. The second part included similar questions but focused 
on the use and understanding of the self-reflection questions and their self-reflection 
visualisation. Lastly, another two open questions were related to how well they believe 
that the information they found was represented in the visualisation. The final two 
questions were posed in order to understand if the graph of the overall visualisation 
was a good representative of the ArtovaModel or not, referring to the second threat 
mentioned above.

Finally, I only received four answers, which is not a large enough number to meas-
ure successful features but it is enough to recognize mistakes or misunderstandings. 
Something that became apparent was that even though they all agreed that the 
self-reflection questions are useful to very useful; the visualisation, however, of their 
answers (the growing circle) was either not noticed or not understood by any. 

I therefore realized that possibly three variations for similarly styled component visu-
alisations were too much to distinguish effectively. Alternatively, the self-reflection 
questions could have had a totally separate visualisation with more discrete features 
and distinct reactions when receiving answers; or even more, I should assess whether 
a visualisation of these answers is even needed – since the their purpose was to trigger 

38  A good representation is dependent on the vision of the designer as well, for example, in 
this case I was more focused on enhancing memorability and engagement with the Arto-
vaModel visualisation rather than creating a representation that would be more intriguing 
aesthetically but at the same time be complicated to explore in depth.  
39  I have come to realize, through my limited experience, that when I am conducting user 
tests on my own designs (and the person asked is aware of that fact) the feedback is often 
biased for reasons of perceived courtesy.
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self-reflection and not to evaluate the answers. Besides the user’s replies, I see now 
that the self-reflection visualisation is also bad practice for the visualisation world as 
well. Legends, comparison through areas as well as understanding of what it repre-
sents and how it functions are all things I would add or redesign in another iteration 
of the ArtovaModel visualisation.

The answers referring to the good representational value of the ArtovaModel visuali-
sation were either single worded – ‘yes’ – or no answer at all. Therefore, no conclu-
sion can be drawn, and the representational value of the visualisation would need to 
be explored in depth of time. My impression is that since the data of the visualisation 
(the ArtovaModel) was still unexplored (in an accessible form) before the beginning 
of this thesis work, it is hard to assess how much its visual encodings are representa-
tive until there is another reference point – another representation.

As a comparison I will use the graphs from the Frog Design’s Collective Action 
Toolkit (Frog Design, 2013) (Figure 48), and the Community-Centered Collective 
Action Design Framework (Arauz, 2010) put together by Mike Arauz (Figure 49). 
They have different approaches, and data; namely, the Collective Action Toolkit 
describes activities and it is presented as an action map. Similarly the Community-
Centered Collective Action Design Framework tries to answer the ‘what’-‘who’-‘why’ 
and ‘how’ of collective actions using wording very close to that in the ArtovaModel 
(Figure 50).

Despite their different data, their ‘overview’ representation has a similar circular 
shape broken down into connected factors that all together form a view on collec-
tive actions – very similar to the design of Artova’s model40. Probably, this is the case 
since, conceptually, the idea of parts forming a whole is close to the reality of collec-
tive actions and their practices. 

40  However, the ArtovaModel visualisation gives more the (visual) impression of factors de-
riving from Artova where as the other two examples give the feeling of the relation in reverse 
– the actions come to form the goals.
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make
something real

imagine
more ideas

seek
new understanding

build
your group

clarify your

GOAL

plan
for action

frog collective action toolkit www.frogdesign.com/CAT 

Figure 47 Visualisation of the action 
plan from the Collective Action Toolkit. 
Frog Design (2013, p.3)

Figure 48 Community-based  
collective actions framework, 
screen capture from Arauz’s  
presentation on Design for  
Networks (Arauz, 2010, p. 30)

Figure 49 The ArtovaModel 
represenatation of collective 
action practices.



5 Conclusion

Figure 50 The ArtovaModel visualisation launch workshop. 
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This thesis illustrates the process of designing a visualisation of collective action prac-
tices, through the case of the ArtovaModel visualisation. My purpose was through 
this visualisation to help Artova enable further pleasurable collective actions, engage 
people in a discussion on collective actions or even just provide common grounds of 
communication. 

I aimed to achieve this vision by firstly helping to compile a vocabulary, a structure 
and a database of real-life examples from Artova and later making it accessible by 
visualising it in a way that it is transparent and modifiable. The approach of how to 
keep it transparent has been discussed initially in the Section 3.4 From (qualitative) 
data to Knowledge and later in more depth throughout Chapter 4. To keep it modifia-
ble, I have used computer-generated graphics to form the ArtovaModel visualisation, 
gave access to the data I collected, as well as shared the source code that generates it41.

Concerning the theoretical framework, I have helped to compile the common 
constitutional and collective choice rules of Artova actions. I later used human-centered 
design approach to identify how these rules – here called practices – might be of 
use to other (future or past) collective actions and the Artova association members. 
To accommodate for these potential uses, I also helped compile other information 
surrounding these practices (such as motivation, examples and self-reflection ques-
tions). I designed and developed an online interactive visualisation to communicate 
the gathered information based on visualisation methods, identifying the risks at each 
stage based on a nested model for visualisation design. Finally, I have reflected on this 
journey, drawing some lessons learned about visualising collective actions; hopefully 
they might be of benefit for others. Listed here:

(1) Even if data visualisation practices call for reference points to 
compare data, when visualising collective actions the use of ‘ideal’ situ-
ations should be avoided. On the contrary highlighting their changing 
nature to achieve their visions could benefit them more.

(2) Allowing for simultaneous views of different actions seemed to 
effectively start a discussion between the organizing teams. The appeal 
of comparisons is evident, just not to a hypothetical ideal action but 
between real-life projects.

(3) Keeping the visualisation tangible could be an issue. Reminding the 
viewers that these actions comprise of people and are not just numbers 
in a spreadsheet. My approach was to include the team’s motivation and 
their quotes as well as use a personal tone of language in the ArtovaModel 
and use real-life examples for its factors. 

(4) As a tool for collective actions to use, the context of use should be 
considered carefully when developing. I believe that an interactive online 

41 The source code is hosted on Github in the following link:  
github.com/FourCoffees/ArtovaModel-visualisation
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visualisation offers a lot of freedom to tailor the visualisation to the user 
needs. However, questions concerning when they would use it, alone 
or in the team and how often they would refer to it are important and 
should be considered. For example, with more time I would have made 
the visualisation work better on tablets and smart phones so it can be 
used collaboratively – instead of the current solution of only providing 
some parts of the visualisation to be printed. 

(5) Though I do not have data to support it (nor disprove it), I believe 
that giving access to the abstractions steps to form generalizations about 
collective actions is empowering and democratic; and similar to the 
attitude often held by collective actions. It allows for multiple opinions to 
arise and does not imply an all-knowing authoritarian designer.

I cannot say how much the visualisation as such managed to act as a boundary object 
since its use is (at the time) personal and the impact it has had on an individual who 
uses it is unknown to me. However, I can say that the process of visualising collective 
actions has at least made Artova members and Artova team members more aware of 
their actions. This visualising process – in all its incarnations from idea to sketch to 
prototype – created a framework for them to communicate their actions to others 
based on which they were inspired to even create workshops, training sessions and 
other material. In my opinion, it is the process of visualising (including collecting 
data, meeting the people, structuring, offering multiple views as well as the final 
result that have been mentioned above) that has acted as the unifying ‘object’ that 
helped to set common grounds for a discussion about collective actions; not just the 
result itself. 

I also speculate that this visualisation might work better as part of a session or 
event where groups come together to discuss their actions. Out of context, i.e. for 
the individual interacting with the visualisation in his/her own space it might not 
offer much, however as a tool in a joint workshop it seems to work well – just as it 
happened in the workshop where the visualisation was launched.

Figure 51 The ArtovaModel 
launch worshop. Notes about  
the model from a participant. 
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You are often reminded, as a designer, to embrace the ambiguity of the design process 
and to allow yourself to explore without even knowing if you are heading in the 
right direction (IDEO). I realized that when trying to design something for (or with 
or about) self-organized collective actions such as the Artova actions, this direction 
cannot be measured as the right direction even after the end of the process. 

In information visualisation literature on the other hand, you are called to specify 
the tasks (Munzner, 2009) and wanted outcomes of the user’s interaction with the 
visualisation as well as provide clear and precise representations of the data to amplify 
cognition (Shneiderman, 1996; Ware, 2004). Information visualisation literature calls 
for a goal.

This inconsistency has made me realize that when creating an information visuali-
sation of collective actions, one has to both set concrete aims and allow for their 
ambiguity. To an extent, I tried to incorporate both aims and ambiguity in the 
ArtovaModel visualisation, by for example writing scenarios of use on one hand and 
not following strict visualisation recommendations for accuracy on the other. On a 
higher level, embracing a similar pattern of generalization and reasoning, I visualised 
both the final factors of the ArtovaModel as well as where they derived from.

During this process, I jumped from design practices to data visualisation practices, 
eventually creating a hybrid of both. I believe there is much to learn in this combi-
nation, yet my steps between those two fields were mapped only along the way. In 
hindsight and concerning the design process, I would have wanted to get closer to the 
pilot action teams, just like I did with Janne Kareinen and Artova, and possibly even 
design this visualisation in a more participatory way. Visually, I would have wanted to 
incorporate more of the adaptive nature of collective actions in the visualisation. For 
example, the visualisation presentation could be more modular – so as to allow for 
a mix-and-match of information tailored for each action, similarly to the Collective 
Action Toolkit (Frog Design, 2013). 

Further work could even highlight their adaptive nature, by creating a system that 
would let other collective actions also document their practices thus adding new 
practices discovered or adopted. Creating a repository of actions, could aid the whole 
community, similarly to how GitHub42 enhances collaboration to create software. 

As a final remark, this whole thesis project was a learning process for me, one that 
made me appreciate the power (and complexity) of groups with a vision. 

42  See github.com
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(Final edited version used in artovamodel.fi/visual-eng that is adapted and edited from 
the Avanto report)

How do self-organized initiatives work? What makes them 
successful: the result or the pleasure of doing?

Since 2007 Artova has been working as an incubator for self-organized 
initiatives and helping volunteers bring their visions to action. To docu-
ment these activities Artova has created the ArtovaModel, in which the 
main elements of self-organized initiatives have been identified and 
analyzed. This model describes how volunteers have been bringing 
their ideas to life while enjoying the procedure!

The model is based on six Artova projects with different themes that 
have been tracked over during last 1-4 years. Together with these six 
projects we have created a self-reflection tool for similar initiatives 
to use in order to identify their strengths and weaknesses or change 
exhaustion and bitterness to pleasure.

The ArtovaModel is a first attempt to document and share prac-
tices and it is by no means complete! However, we hope to spark off 
conversation and the analysis will be continued further by sharing 
experiences of other self-organized initiatives around the globe!

1 Vision & Goals
One of the main principles in ArtovaModel is the shared and common 
vision of the group. Vision is the wider aim that each group defines 
for the project. In Artova, projects tend to address much larger issues 
than the actual result/event/intervention originally was aimed to do.

The way in which groups define their vision - their goals - usually 
changes a lot depending of project. The goals might change but the 
vision remains, it defines why groups even want to do this in the first 
place.

For example in Design Dog Park (DDP)  they are not just aiming to 
build a dog park but are envisioning their whole project  as “a source 
of new models of cooperation between the residents, the city officials 
and even commercial partners” (see the description of the example 
projects for more details).

The concrete goals (i.e. building a dog enclosure) defined in the begin-
ning of the project are shaped and managed because of the chang-
ing situations (i.e. resource availability, city collaboration problems) 
and might change during the project (i.e. building a pop-up dog park 
instead of a permanent dog park).
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1.1 Defining the vision & the goals
-- start with everybody’s ideas! --

There is no one clear way how the Artova projects create their vision. 
The procedure is different in each project. Some of the example 
groups formed their visions in a self-directed manner (see DDP) or the 
vision came from inside the Artova activities (see MHA, AFF, ASF) or 
from individuals outside the Artova environment (see EA) or even from 
the city officials (see AK).

But a common, shared vision should be established in the very begin-
ning of the project because individuals may naturally have distinct 
understandings of the issue and the ways in which it should be dealt 
with.

To do that, Artova organizes facilitated sessions where people inter-
ested in the ideas come together. In those sessions the goals of the 
project are left open for interested participants to incorporate their 
own ideas. This has proven to be the great strength of the facilitation 
sessions: incorporating people and ideas in a project. When everybody 
feels that their opinions are heard and they have the chance to influ-
ence the outcome, they commit more deeply to the project as they 
feel that it entails a bit of them. (see also GROUP “forming a group” for 
more on these sessions!)

1.2 Goal management
--- It is the People who define the Project ---

Even though the initial goals have been set, the group needs to have 
the flexibility to react to changing circumstances, set-backs, and arising 
opportunities throughout the process. 

Also, it is good to keep projects open to be influenced. Then, new 
people added to the group get the opportunity to also shape the 
project in their way. This also applies to the partners! ( See 
Partnerships for more info).

Therefore it is important to understand that the focus is not on the 
result but on the people making it. There are no expectations in self-
organized initiatives (there is the “do as much as you want to” attitude) 
which results in the pleasure people involved feel when they are doing 
something together.

Of course, the group must also acknowledge the practical limitations, 
and estimate the viability of their ideas, based on their resources!
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In the example groups the openness of the project meant that some 
projects ended up getting much bigger than anticipated (see ASF, EA). 
But on the other hand, some teams with time constrains and signifi-
cant obstacles ended up scaling down their goals and expectations 
(see DDP).

1.3 Fulfillment of the vision
As mentioned before, since there are no expectations, Artova tries to 
promote the pleasure of doing rather than a goal-oriented production. 
This has become true since even in the example projects that did not 
manage to fulfill their initial goals (see DDP) they still mentioned their 
satisfaction on this type of self-directed work. Of course the feeling of 
achievement also contributes to the pleasure, but it is not exclusive!

Compare motivation through the projects as comparison to their 
results!

2 Personal Resources
In Artova projects, it is emphasized that enthusiasm is what matters 
the most – the willingness to take part, ask about what you don’t know 
and learn by doing during the process.

But of course all volunteer projects are shaped by the individuals that 
implement them. Not only when creating a vision but also through the 
practical skills, expertise and networks that each individual brings to 
the project.

Throughout the process, the volunteers’ flexibility is a key factor – the 
ability to adjust to changes in the workload, and to have a flexible atti-
tude towards setbacks and uncertainties. 

2.1 Personal Skills
--- There are no special skill requirements ---

Volunteers are not recruits! They get to choose in what way they want 
to be involved, often not through their professional skills but because 
of their interests.

Of course each group member brings their expertise, skills and 
networks to the use of the group. In all the case projects, the group 
members had a large variety of skills that where beneficial for the 
group.
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Personal networks are often invaluable for the project. Contacts can 
be used to get good deals on materials or for dealing with bureau-
cracy. In the case projects contacts were used to acquire sponsors or 
other partners for the project. Personal networks were also used for 
gaining media attention and publicity for the project, which in turn can 
be useful in attaining sponsors.

But these skills were not a pre condition to start. Each project was 
formed around those individuals and what they know, or would like to 
know how to do! 

2.2 Flexibility  
--- Group dependent not Individual ---

Volunteer projects require a great deal of flexibility from the volun-
teers. The workload and responsibilities tend to vary throughout the 
project and become more time and energy consuming towards the 
end. Sometimes the intensity of these variations is difficult to foresee 
or can be completely unexpected. This can put a strain on the volun-
teers. 

Respecting people’s personal flexibility is important. Artova projects try 
not to make the projects dependent on individuals, but on the group. 
This is achieved by for example sharing all the information of what is 
happening with all the group members (more about communication in 
GROUP). This gives volunteers the opportunity to contribute according 
to their abilities.

In a personal level, group members benefit from a flexible attitude 
towards uncertainties and setbacks, which are to some degree inevi-
table in every project. And yet these concerns are probably managed 
better in a group than by an individual!

3 Group
In the ArtovaModel, the group is considered as the owner of the 
project. Group has the power as well as the freedom and possibility to 
form their project and organize themselves as they see fit. This results 
in different groups taking different approaches on forming, decision 
making, internal and external communication strategies. 

To assist, Artova has discovered some practices, techniques and tools 
that seem to help groups with their tasks. 
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3.1 Forming a Group 
--- Listen Louder --- 

Groups can be formed in various ways, and often these (ways) are 
closely related to how the vision was formed.  

Artova has found that facilitation sessions are a useful way to form 
teams of people interested in similar issues and share a common 
vision on how to deal with them. These sessions can start with 
presenting previous successes of voluntary action to create an atmos-
phere of empowerment. 

Later, by asking simple questions the group can be formed: who’s 
here, what do we want to do, what kind of skills do we have and what 
kind of skills would we need, what should be done next and who’s 
going to do what? 

Facilitation sessions have very clear goals but they should be struc-
tured so that participants are able to share their thoughts and 
promote flexible actions. The general attitude is “Listen Louder”. By 
listening louder, participants respect each other, consider everyone’s 
point of view and emphasize the listening, keeping in mind that every 
individual has an idea, skills and perspective that are vital for the 
project. 

With this kind of attitude, even in the case projects (such as events) 
that had identity from the past, the new volunteers were able to influ-
ence the project goals and became full members of the project.

Different type of projects need different number of people in the core 
organizing team. And though there are examples of projects being 
driven by individuals, experience shows that it is more satisfying to 
work in a team. But this works also in reverse: too many people can 
have a hard time to get organized and make decisions!

3.2 Decision-making and sharing responsibilities 
-- Delegate! --

In any kind of group work, one of the most essential things is the shar-
ing of power and responsibilities. Depending on the participant’s abili-
ties and desires some want to stay in the background and some take 
over bigger tasks. 

Artova has discovered that the roles of the individuals (in the group) 
become clearer when they are described. In this way the responsibili-
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ties become more solid and easier to commit to. Describing respon-
sibilities is not always possible, but helps to avoid confusion between 
the group members but also to external partners.

Also, the ArtovaModel promotes open criticism and opinion equality. 
This becomes clear even though most projects end up having some 
sort of leadership (either assigned or emerged). The role of the leader 
in self-directed actions is not the typical one found in business cycles. 
The leader here is one of the volunteers, and his/her main purpose 
is to make sure all people are heard and delegate tasks. Leader’s aim 
is not to possess power, skills or knowledge exclusively, but to share 
them.

3.3 Internal Communication
--- Openness and Transparency --

Openness and transparency are major factors in the ArtovaModel. The 
groups are encouraged to share everything on the project between 
the group members. This promotes open and democratic decision-
making, enhances the group’s flexibility (e.g. to incorporate new 
members) and helps create best practices (e.g. for following projects). 

Artova for example uses an Intra* as an internal communication tool 
between the group members. An Intra provides a platform to gather 
all project related information in one place which is accessible by all 
group members.

The way how the information circulates in the team is not as important 
(intra, emails, Facebook etc.), in the end each team uses its own meth-
ods of communicating that suits them best. But keeping everyone 
easily informed has been experienced important in Artova projects!

The Intra is used along with face-to-face meetings, which are usually 
effective due to their more personal and direct nature. Still the 
frequency of these meetings varies between projects but also between 
project stages. In the pilot case projects face-to-face meetings were 
usually held in Kääntöpaikka, a local community center.

*Intra is an online working space where signed-in members can 
co-create documents, upload images and add comments, effectively 
creating a permanent common-pool working environment.
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3.4 Time Management
-- Make a schedule and Act! --

Time management plays fundamental role in self-directed projects. 
Such groups have a lot on their plates, so having an idea about what 
should be done and when, is essential. This can save the team from 
trouble and stress later on in the process. Time management is linked 
to the roles and shared responsibilities within a group. So how can 
time be managed effectively in such projects, what makes the burden 
easier? 

Since these are voluntary projects, there has to be a balance between 
the personal time each individual invests. This should be taken into 
account when planning the tasks, for example by not making the 
scheduling too tight.  

The characteristic in the ArtovaModel is that when a common action or 
goal is agreed on, the action owners are decided quickly and activities 
are started immediately. Ideas, visions and goals are transformed into 
action with no delay. This contributes to a ‘culture of doing’, an impor-
tant attribute in the model. 

And ultimately, this makes the handling of tasks easier: the tasks are 
done faster because they are fresh in mind, and no one needs to coor-
dinate and remember all the specifics for many weeks. 

4 Partnerships
Partners can be considered any external individuals, local businesses 
as well as the city that the group approaches during the project.

Partners are important because they can help the projects with 
resources, expertise but even legitimacy (in the case of the city). 

Building solid and well-thought partnerships is one of the building 
blocks of a successful project in the ArtovaModel, and sufficient focus 
on partnerships from the very beginning pays off later on.  

4.1 Partnerships strategies
-- Discussion to find common aspects --

If the partnership is of value and the partner is the best way to achieve 
the project’s goal, it is clearly worth pursuing. If the partnership strat-
egy is not discussed, partnerships can be formed ad hoc and in the 
worst case they will simply add on the teams workload without bring-
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ing any real value to the project. Clearly this is only one side of the 
equation. ‘What’s in it for the partner?’ should directly follow the part-
nership strategy, it can range from a common ideology, area or it can 
be based on added visibility. 

The most successful partnerships are based on constant communica-
tion with the partners. In Artova projects, long lasting partners have 
been given the chance to influence the projects and act as active 
stakeholders in the activities (see also “vision management VISION”). 
Nevertheless, the success of projects does not necessarily depend on 
a great amount of partners, instead a few actively engaged partners 
seem to work well. 

Projects organized under the ArtovaModel, and with Artova as the 
official organization behind them, seem to carry a “quality label” which 
makes partnerships easier to make!

4.2 The city as a partner
-- Keep in touch and Ask! --

The roles of the city are multiple: it can be seen as an enabler (or a 
disabler), a funder, a co-organizer or a content producer. Similarly, 
different type of projects need different interactions with the city.

Artova always encourages the groups to contact either the city or 
other experts to get informed on what exactly is needed in each situa-
tion! This method can dissolve many uncertainties.

In projects with a temporary outcome (such as events) cooperation 
seems to be simpler and possibly limited to permits. But even those 
permits depending on the event might require heavy contact with the 
city (see ASF for an example!).

On the other hand, projects with more permanent city outcomes need 
the city as a key partner. This cooperation can be challenging since 
municipal processes are often quite slow, compared to the fast-paced 
self-organized actions.  The city offices have both trustees and officers 
and it is important to be in contact with both of them. 

In general, communication can be easier in face-to-face meetings with 
the city officials. Face-to-face meetings give more space for expression 
and can ultimately be much faster than emails! 
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5 External Communication
Since, self-initiated projects mostly deal with issues that concern more 
than just the group, communicating their message to others is neces-
sary, even just to attract visitors to the event. 

In Artova projects, external communication is based on four separate 
elements that are present in almost all of them. These elements are 
media relations, the projects’ web pages, Facebook communication 
and the visual identities of the projects. Depending on the project 
nature, these were emphasized differently in example projects to form 
an effective way of communicating to the “general public”.

External communications can become quite time consuming, so in 
order not to overload individuals, and in the spirit of role-delegation, 
it might be useful to create a sub-group focused only on that. Some 
example projects had a separate communications team which had 
clear-cut responsibilities determining who takes responsibility and an 
idea of which media to use (see AFF).

5.1 Media Relations
Media relations are crucial in some types of projects, e.g. when 
marketing events (see ASF, AFF) and when raising awareness of an 
issue in order to influence decision-makers (see DDP).

This can be even done in small scale by approaching local magazines. 
For example in the pilot project, the local neighborhood magazine 
Kuohu, provided easy media access geared towards the area.

When marketing an event through the media, it is best to pre-plan 
when to contact them so as to make sure the event gets the market-
ing coverage needed but also that it is timely!

This is also made easier when the team organizes some text describ-
ing their project, their contacts and any other important information 
concerning it.

5.2 Web presence
A project’s web presence can be formed through blogs, websites and 
social media such as Facebook. For more complex events (see MHA), it 
is useful to have a distinct webpage, while other projects can rely on a 
more straightforward blog type web page. 
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However, in the example projects, there was an interesting mix of 
marketing the event through a website and of documenting the 
process in a blog. This added a personal touch to the project’s web 
communication. Such a mix also emphasizes the personal and 
voluntary nature of self-initiated projects and gives something extra 
compared to professional and commercial projects. The role of 
Facebook and other social media, in successfully communicating 
voluntary projects cannot be stressed too much. Voluntary action 
should be shared and marketed in the personal level, and that is 
where the Facebook is a good tool.

5.3 Visual Identity
Like any other professional events and projects, volunteer projects 
also benefit from having a distinct visual identity. This at least includes 
a logo, but it can include a design for every form of external commu-
nication such as webpage, posters, handouts etc.. A visual identity 
makes it easier for the casual observer to distinguish the various 
projects from each other and get a quick understanding of the nature 
of the project. 





Appendix B 
Self-reflection 

 Questions 
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This is a tool for self-reflection. If you want to make your actions more 
pleasurable and less stressful or you are in a dark spot in your project 
or not sure what exactly is going on, you can ask yourself some ques-
tions that might help you structure your thoughts and process.

Naturally, the recommendations are based on the Artova’s experience 
and are not exclusive solutions. They are just things you can keep in 
mind to help you map your plan! At any point you can refer to the 
actual ArtovaModel to read more and understand how these ques-
tions were formed (your answers till now will be saved)! 

They are divided through the 5 factors of the ArtovaModel, and you 
can choose the ones that are the most relevant to your situation.

Vision and Goals
1. Do you have a shared, clear idea of what you would like to 
achieve in the big picture (your vision)?
You can test that by trying to explain it in a sentence or two. e.g. I/We 
would like to influence recycling practices in our neighborhood.

 No 

 Somehow

 Yes

2. Are your initial goals clear enough?
e.g. (Our group)/We will host an event in the area where we invite 
people to make art from their recyclables collectively.

 No, there still is some vagueness, 

 Yes, we know what we want to do

3. Have you included everybody in the group in the shaping of 
the goals? Has everybody’s ideas been heard?

 Some but not all, 

 Yes, everybody has a say in what we do
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4. Do feel like your project is flexible / open?
i.e. Imagine something were to come up at this moment (be it oppor-
tunity or obstacle) do you think your group would easily manage to 
reshape it’s goals to encompass the opportunity or overcome the 
obstacle?

 No not really,

 Somehow, 

 Yes, we are flexible!

5. Are your goals truly viable regarding the group resources and 
limits?
i.e. can you translate it in a plan? 

 No not really,

 Some parts are still not sure, 

 Yes, we have a realistic plan of action 

Personal Resources
6. Everyone has something to offer to the group. Have you 
asked to see how people can and want to get involved?

 No, not yet,

 Most of them, 

 Yes, we’ve covered that

7. Are the group members satisfied with the way the tasks have 
been distributed?

 No or don’t know..,

 Most of them, 

 Yes!

8. Consider a situation where one of the group members can no 
longer be involved in project Can the project still continue?
If not, your project might be too person-dependent rather than group 
dependent.

 No not really,

 Somehow, 

 Yes, we’ve covered that
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Group
9. Have you managed to form a group that is just the right size 
for you?
eg. Are there too many tasks and too few people? Then you may need 
more hands on board. Or are there too many to communicate affec-
tively? Maybe you should form subgroups to deal with that!

 Yes, 

 No,

 Not sure..

10. Are you continuing in a project that has been done before? If 
so, do you feel you have the possibility to influence on the project?

 Yes, 

 No, 

 This is an unrepeated one [not applicable] 

11. If someone were to join the project now, do you think they 
would be able to shape/influence  the outcome?

 No not really,

 It depends on the person (and if we anyway need their 
skills), 

 Yes, we are open enough in that way

12. Have you divided the tasks in concrete set of things to be 
done?
i.e. Contact the local company X to ask if they can provide the things Y, 
design the poster for the event, document the meeting outcomes, etc

 Yes, 

 No, 

 Not so clearly

13. Are the tasks shared equally among group members?

 Yes,

 No, 

 Somehow
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14. Does everyone in the group know their responsibility area?
i.e. Try this example. Think of a task: “Informing the newspaper X for 
the event”. In your current settings who would be assigned to do that? 
Is it clear and immediate? If not then maybe your roles are a bit inter-
twined which might cause confusion in the group dynamics.

 Yes, the roles are well defined

 No, we improvise as things come up.

 They are defined but not completely.

15. Do you see your project as open / transparent?
i.e. Consider the last meeting or decision that was made, is it docu-
mented somewhere in a way that someone who wasn’t present could 
understand it?

 yes, 

 no,

 maybe

16. Do you have a clear method of internal communication that 
everybody can participate?
i.e. for fast directed questions: Facebook, for longer texts: emails + 
intra etc.

 Yes, 

 No, 

 Maybe

17. Do you have a preliminary schedule of what is to be done 
and when?

 Yes! 

 Not clearly defined,

18. Have you taken into account the personal time of the group 
members? 
ie. if someone does not have time to contribute for a specific time 
period, would that be easy to overcome?

 Yes, 

 Not really..

 Somehow
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Partnerships
19. Do you have a clear idea of what you would expect from a 
partner organization or individual? This can be funding, material, 
promotion, service etc.

 Yes, 

 No, 

 Somehow 

20. Have you recognized the type of benefits you can offer to the 
partner? 

 Yes, 

 No

21. Do the partners you have (or will acquire) have the possibility 
to influence your activities?

 Yes, 

 No, 

 Not sure..

22. Have you analyzed what kind of interaction you will need to 
have with the city?
If you need permits then you have to discover which ones. If it’s a 
stronger collaboration, do you know which department you would 
need to address?

 Yes,

 Nothing, we have no idea!,

 Some but not all

23. Have you gathered relative information from any other simi-
lar projects?
It is good to ask and not need to re-discover everything from the 
beginning!

 Yes, 

 No, 

 There are no similar projects.. [not applicable]
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External Communication
24. Have you defined the marketing strategy for your project?
In short: who do you want to inform, and which is the best way to do 
that. It also includes defining who in the group will be responsible for 
that.

 Yes

 Not yet.

 Some parts but not all..

25. Do you have all the material that is needed to describe your 
project / event / intervention written down and easy to provide to 
anyone interested?
This is useful since there might be a need to quickly pitch your project 
to anyone interested and then refer them to some text (online or not) 
for further detail!

 No, 

 Yes, We are ready to present to anyone!

26. Have you defined if your project / event needs a dedicated 
website or a blog or both?
For example, events with many scheduled happenings might need a 
website, projects that are more about the process (see EA) are fine 
with a blog. But ongoing, more general projects (like DDP) might 
benefit from both!

 Yes!

 We haven’t decided yet,

 In the process..

27. Have you used social media such as Facebook, to promote 
your ideas on a personal level?
You can make dedicated social media pages, groups, posts everything!

 Yes,

 No,

 Probably not enough.





Appendix C 
Motivation  
Self-rating
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We have documented the following events to describe your project. 
Each of them has a title, a description, factors it corresponds to and 
quotes from interviews or blog posts. 

It also has the MOTIVATION (as increased or decreased) of that partic-
ular event in the team. The variation of motivation is represented with 
the scale of -5 to +5. 0 means neutral motivation ( the variation is illus-
trated with the quantity of + or – symbols).

WHAT IS MEANT WITH MOTIVATION:

Motivation is somewhat an abstract name and to each it may mean 
something different. So when grading your “motivation” we are mostly 
trying to figure out how the team pleasure was at that specific time-
frame. 

Try to imagine the scale is from 

 - “this project feels like a burden” (-5) 

 - “This had to effect on us” (0)

 -  “really enjoying what we are doing” (+5)

(and all the corresponding in between values) 

Of course we realize that this is asked after the events have taken 
place which makes your ratings more or less positive depending on 
the outcome! Still, it would be great if you could try to remember the 
described situations and answer as accurately as you remember! 

WHY?

This is an important part of the visualization because it gives validity 
to the “Artova Model” and reminds the viewers that real teams are 
behind the described projects!

On a second level, it shows visually that all projects have ups and 
downs, which in turn might reassure other teams during their projects! 

Lastly, we might even discover “motivational patterns” between the 
projects, for example between events in June, or in events that are 

dealing with partners etc..








